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Abstract: Recent experiments have observed hints of hydrodynamic electron flow in a number of ma-
terials, not all of which have an isotropic Fermi surface. We revisit these experiments in
PdCoO2, a quasi-two-dimensional material whose Fermi surface is a rounded hexagon, and
observe that the data appears quantitatively consistent with a non-hydrodynamic interpre-
tation. Nevertheless, motivated by such experiments, we develop a simple model for the low
temperature kinetics and hydrodynamics of a two-dimensional Fermi liquid with a polygonal
Fermi surface. A geometric effect leads to a finite number of additional long-lived quasihy-
drodynamic “imbalance” modes and corresponding qualitative changes in transport at the
ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover. In the hydrodynamic limit, we find incoherent diffusion
and a new dissipative component of the viscosity tensor arising from the explicit breaking of
rotational invariance by the Fermi surface. Finally, we compute the conductance of narrow
channels across the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover and demonstrate a modification of
the Gurzhi effect that allows for non-monotonic temperature and width dependence in the
channel conductance.
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Introduction to Electronic Hydrodynamics1
In recent years, experiments have uncovered evidence for the hydrodynamic flow of electrons in ultra-
pure metals [1–8]. Electron hydrodynamic flow occurs when momentum-relaxing collisions of electrons
with impurities, phonons, or other electrons are significantly slower than momentum-conserving electron-
electron collisions [9]: see the recent review [10]. A number of recent theoretical works have attempted
to understand the consequences of such hydrodynamic flow [11–17], which include negative nonlocal
resistance [18–21] and super-ballistic flows in narrow constrictions [22]. Furthermore, hydrodynamics has
been proposed as a sensible mechanism to explain existing transport mysteries in experiments: viscous
effects [23] may explain negative magnetoresistance in GaAs [24], and mysterious T 2 resistivity in low
density SrTiO3 [25, 26] may be explained by hydrodynamic flows through certain inhomogeneous media
[27].
Much of the existing work on electron hydrodynamics focuses on simple models with rotationally-
invariant Fermi surfaces. However, some of the metals in which evidence for hydrodynamic electron flow
has been observed, such as PdCoO2 [28,29] and WP2 [6], have Fermi surfaces that are highly anisotropic.
2
In principle, if the electronic mean free path were infinitesimally small, the equations governing electronic
transport would simply be hydrodynamic equations with the same symmetry as the Fermi surface. In
practice, the strongest evidence for electron hydrodynamics comes from experiments with materials in
which momentum-conserving scattering rates are not parametrically larger than ballistic scattering rates
(e.g. boundary scattering in narrow channels). Accurately modelling transport in such systems therefore
requires consideration of both ballistic and hydrodynamic effects [10].
The purpose of this paper is to give a simple and experimentally motivated example of how the physics
at the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover can depend sensitively on the Fermi surface. We will consider
two-dimensional metals with simply connected Fermi surfaces that are “reasonably well” approximated
by regular polygons. We will also assume inversion symmetry, which requires that the Fermi surface
be symmetric and hence excludes polygons with an odd number of sides; we will therefore restrict our
discussion to even-sided polygonal Fermi surfaces.1 The flatness of the Fermi surface along each edge
of the polygon has dramatic consequences and leads to a “quasihydrodynamic” [30] regime with new
long-lived “imbalance modes”. This quasihydrodynamic regime can modify or destroy the signatures
of hydrodynamics at the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover that occur in metals with circular Fermi
surfaces.
For example, the Gurzhi effect [9] predicts that, for hydrodynamic electron flow in a narrow channel
with a circular Fermi surface, the low-temperature channel conductance increases monotonically with
temperature and scales with the cube of the channel width; by contrast, we find via numerical solutions
of the Boltzmann equation with a polygonal Fermi surface a strong modification of the Gurzhi effect that
allows for non-monotonic dependence of the channel conductance on the temperature and channel width.
In addition, we find unexpected new hydrodynamic effects in our model. Most importantly, we find a
new kind of dissipative viscosity, which we call “rotational viscosity,” that opposes rotations of the fluid
and arises from the explicitly broken rotational invariance of a polygonal Fermi liquid. We note that
this rotational viscosity is distinct from both the non-dissipative Hall viscosity [31] and the additional
viscosities in liquid crystals which spontaneously break rotational invariance. We also find that a polygonal
Fermi liquid exhibits incoherent conductivity [32], which arises from the broken Galilean invariance of the
polygonal Fermi surface and allows for a charge current to flow even in the absence of momentum.
Our study of hydrodynamics with a polygonal Fermi surface was initially motivated by a recent
experiment [4] on PdCoO2, a quasi-two-dimensional material with a rounded hexagon Fermi surface [28].
This experiment [4] studied electronic transport in a narrow channel and reported some signatures of
hydrodynamic electron flow but not others. We begin with a discussion of this experimental data in
Section 2, where we argue that all temperature dependence in the data is consistent with conventional
ohmic and ballistic effects. Such considerations call into question a hydrodynamic interpretation of the
PdCoO2 channel flow data, but leave open the theoretical question of a true ballistic-to-hydrodynamic
crossover in a material with an anisotropic, e.g. polygonal, Fermi surface. In Sections 3 and 4, we will
develop the kinetic theory and hydrodynamics of electrons with a polygonal Fermi surface, and discuss
elementary properties of the resulting fluid. Finally, in Section 5 we solve the Boltzmann equation for
these polygonal Fermi liquids in a narrow channel, as studied experimentally in [4].
Electron Hydrodynamics in Delafossites?2
We begin by revisiting the evidence for hydrodynamic electron flow in the delafossite PdCoO2 [4]. In Fig-
ure 1a, we plot the full dependence of the channel conductance G on the channel width w and temperature
T in narrow channels of PdCoO2, as reported in [4].
1The physically relevant polygons are squares and hexagons, which are crystallographically allowed Fermi surfaces.
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(a) Reported channel conductance G for PdCoO2
as a function of temperature T and channel width
w. We have divided the conductance G by w2 in
an attempt to highlight the putative crossover from
ballistic transport (G ∼ w2) to hydrodynamic trans-
port (G ∼ w3).
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(b) Comparison of PdCoO2 channel conductance
data normalized by its zero-temperature value
(solid) to the simple model given by Eq. (1), with a
single parameter A fit over all curves, i.e. indepen-
dently of temperature and channel width (dotted).
Data for larger channel widths not shown for ease
of comparison.
Figure 1: Electrical conductance of narrow channels of PdCoO2. Experimental data is plotted
with permission using the full data set of [4].
We first check if the temperature dependence of the channel conductance data can be explained by
“conventional” momentum-relaxing processes. In this effort, we apply the Matthiesen rule and add the
resistances due to ohmic scattering in the bulk and ballistic scattering at the channel walls, yielding the
simple model
1
GL
=
ρbulk(T )
w
+
A
w2
(1)
for the inverse channel conductance (in the above, L is the length of the channel, assumed to be much
larger than any other length scale in the problem). The first term (1) represents the resistance arising from
ohmic momentum-relaxing processes occurring in the middle of the channel; the scaling w−1 is simply
understood as a geometric “parallel resistor” effect – the wider the channel, the smaller the resistance per
length. The second term arises from ballistic effects: if momentum is relaxed largely at the boundaries,
then in the absence of bulk collisions we would obtain an inverse conductance scaling as w−2 due to a
wall-to-wall scattering rate γ ∼ vFw−1 enhanced by the same w−1 “parallel resistor” effect mentioned
above. The coefficient A in this term encodes details about how precisely quasiparticles scatter off the
walls and can in general be quite complicated, but the for the sake of simplicity we will assume it to be
constant.
Using the reported T → 0 momentum-relaxing mean free path of 20 µm for PdCoO2 [4], we note that
transport in the widest, w = 60 µm channel will be dominated at all temperatures by bulk scattering.
Thus we may to good approximation estimate the bulk resistivity ρbulk(T ) for PdCoO2 from the resistivity
reported in the w = 60 µm channel. We may then compare our model (1) against the data in Figure
1a using the constant A as our single fit parameter. The result of this fit is shown in Figure 1b, which
demonstrates that all temperature dependence in the conductance data is quantitatively well described
by our toy model (1), even with the extremely crude assumption of constant A. This suggests that all
temperature dependence in this data arises from thermally activated momentum-relaxing processes.
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The channel width dependence of the reported channel conductance data in PdCoO2 [4] is much more
unusual. From Figure 1a, we see that as T → 0 the conductance G/w2 does not decrease monotonically
with increasing channel width w, as predicted by (1). So while the T dependence of the data appears
rather conventional, the low-temperature w dependence of G is neither ohmic (G ∼ w) nor ballistic
(G ∼ w2) and thus quite unconventional as T → 0. This unconventional reported w-scaling of the
channel conductance, while not fully hydrodynyamic (G ∼ w3), was cited as the primary evidence for
identifying a possible hydrodynamic crossover in PdCoO2 [4]. However, the fact that this unconventional
w-scaling of G(w) occurs only at very low temperature calls into question a hydrodynamic interpretation.
Indeed, the Fermi temperature of PdCoO2 is approximately TF ≈ 3×104 K [29], and so the unconventional
w-scaling of the conductance is seen to persist down to roughly T ≈ 1 K ≈ 10−4TF. At this fraction of the
Fermi temperature, electron-electron scattering should be completely negligible, even in a nearly perfect
polygonal Fermi liquid; since the hydrodynamic regime is only reached when electron-electron scattering
events dominate momentum relaxing scatter events, it is therefore unlikely that this unconventional w-
scaling of the conductance is hydrodynamic in origin.
In a conventional Fermi liquid, the only scattering mechanism present at such low temperatures is
impurity scattering. It has been noted [33] that electrons scatter faster on the same edge of the Fermi
surface than they do between different edges, due to spin-momentum locking. However, this effect is
not so strong as to suppress inter-edge scattering by a parametric amount. We are unsure if impurity
scattering alone could fully explain the unusual w dependence in G(w)/w2. A final possibility is that the
ballistic boundary conditions, and/or the approximate angle that the Fermi surface makes relative to the
channel, picked up some weak w dependence in the experiment of [4].
Although electronic transport in PdCoO2 – or delafossites more generally – may not be hydrodynamic,
it remains an open question what effects anisotropy in the Fermi surface may have on a true ballistic-
to-hydrodynamic crossover. Indeed, recent experimental work has demonstrated that circular models
of the Fermi surface are not sufficient to explain experimental observations [34]. So while the cartoon
model of a perfectly polygonal Fermi surface we describe in the remainder of the paper may suffer from
a few drawbacks – including possible instability to charge density wave formation2 and formally infinite
quasiparticle scattering rates3 – this polygonal model nonetheless probes the hydrodynamic limit of strong
anisotropy in the Fermi surface. In reality, in materials such as PdCoO2 the rounded hexagonal Fermi
surface lies somewhere “in between” these two extreme limits of a perfect circle and a prefect polygon.
Kinetic Theory with a Polygon Fermi Surface3
In this section, we will develop a simple kinetic theory for the electrons in a material with an even-sided
polygon Fermi surface, within linear response out of equilibrium. Our focus will be on developing the
formalism suitable for transport computations in materials with these Fermi surfaces where momentum-
conserving electron-electron scattering cannot be ignored.
3.1 The Boltzmann Equation
We seek a description of transport in systems weakly perturbed away from thermal equilibrium. In Fermi
liquids with weak interactions and long lived quasiparticles, such a description is given by a Boltzmann
equation that dictates the time evolution of the single particle distribution function f (x,p). For quasi-
particles with dispersion relation p in the presence of an external force F, the Boltzmann equation for f
2It appears, however, that such charge density wave instabilities may be rather fine-tuned [35]. In the context of PdCoO2,
it seems that such instabilities do not occur at the relevant electron density [29].
3In practice, we regularize these scattering rates by introducing a small “rounding” of the otherwise flat edges of the
polygonal Fermi surface; see Appendix A.
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reads [36]
∂tf + vp · ∂xf + F · ∂pf = C [f ] , (2)
where vp = ∂pp is the quasiparticle velocity, and the collision integral term C [f(x′,p′)] (x,p) accounts
for the effects of multi-particle collisions. Eq. (2) can be derived from the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism
as a controlled expansion when the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) the length- and momentum-
scales over which f (x,p) varies satisfy |ffix| · |ffip|  ~, and (ii) quasiparticles are well-defined, which
qualitatively means that all scattering rates (the eigenvalues of the linearized collision operator; see below)
are small compared to kBT/~. In this limit, the collision operator is typically well-approximated by a
small number of Feynman diagrams, though we will not explicitly calculate any such diagrams in this
paper. We will also neglect renormalization of p over its bare value due to quantum fluctuations, though
this can be accounted for in a more sophisticated treatment [36].
If all collisions between fermionic quasiparticles are spatially local two-body scattering events (e.g.
screened Coulomb interactions), then the collision integral only has non-trivial momentum dependence
and can be written as the difference of transition probabilities for scattering processes that populate and
vacate the state of momentum p:
C[f ](p) =
∫
ddqddq′ddp′
(2pi~)3d
(
Wp′q′→pq −Wpq→p′q′
)
(3)
For two-body scattering, the transition probability Wp′q′→pq is given to leading order in the quasiparticle
interaction strength by
Wp′q′→pq =
∣∣Mpqp′q′∣∣2 f (p′) f (q′) [1− f (p)] [1− f (q)] δ (p′ + q′ − p − q) δ (p′ + q′ − p− q) (4)
whereM is the relevant scattering matrix element determined by the microscopic quantum theory and f
and 1−f are the probabilities that initial states are occupied and final states are unoccupied, respectively.
At thermal equilibirum with F = 0, we expect a local Fermi-Dirac distribution
f0 (x,p) = nF
(
λaxX
a
p
)
(5)
to be a solution of the Boltzmann equation, where nF(z) = 1/(1+e
z), Xap are the single particle contribu-
tions to the conserved quantities of the many-body Hamiltonian labeled by a, and λax are the correspond-
ing (spatially-varying) conjugate thermodynamic variables. Assuming spatial translation invariance, these
conserved quantities include charge, momentum and energy, given respectively by:
Xap = (1,p, p)
a . (6)
Indeed, combining (5) and (6), it is easy to see that the collision integral (3) vanishes. The hydrodynamic
equations then arise from integrating the Boltzmann equation over p, weighted by each of the (6):
∂tρ
a +∇ · Ja = 0 (7)
where the conserved densities are
ρa ≡
∫
ddp
(2pi~)d
Xapf
0 (x,p) (8)
and the associated currents are
Ja ≡
∫
ddp
(2pi~)d
vpX
a
pf
0 (x,p) . (9)
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Our focus in this paper will be the linearized Boltzmann equation near thermal equilibrium at a fixed
temperature T and chemical potential µ. This thermal distribution function is
f0(p) =
1
1 + eβ(−µ)
(10)
where β = 1/kBT . Following [37], we introduce the following notation for linearizing the kinetic equations.
Firstly, we suppose that the distribution function f takes the form
f = f0(p)− ∂f
0
∂p
Φ(x,p) + · · · (11)
where Φ denotes the perturbation of the distribution function within linear response (terms at O(Φ2) will
be neglected). We will discuss Φ rather than f − f0 as the former is less singular.
We take kBT  µ, so that the system behaves as a conventional Fermi liquid. In this regime, it is
generally acceptable to write [10]
− ∂f
0
∂p
= δ(p − µ) + O
(
kBT
µ
)
(12)
as the distribution Φ(x,p) is generally non-singular as T → 0. Defining the ket
|Φ〉 ≡
∫
ddxddp Φ (x,p) |xp〉 , (13)
the matrices
W |xp〉 ≡
∫
ddx′ ddp′
δC
δf
[
f0
(
x′,p′
)] (
x′,p
)
δ
(
x− x′) ∣∣x′p′〉 , (14a)
L |xp〉 ≡ −
∫
ddx′ ddp′ (vp · ∂x) δ
(
x− x′) δ (p− p′) ∣∣x′p′〉 . (14b)
representing the linearized collision operator and streaming operators respectively, and the inner product〈
x′p′ |xp〉 ≡ 1
(2pi~)d V
(
−∂f
0
∂p
)
δ
(
x− x′) δ (p− p′) , (15)
with V the spatial volume of the system, we recast the Boltzmann equation as an infinite dimensional
linear system:
(∂t + W + L) |Φ〉 = 0. (16)
We now discuss a few properties of L and W. Firstly, we notice via integration by parts that the streaming
operator L satisfies 〈
x′p′ |L|xp〉 = − 〈xp |L|x′p′〉 (17)
and is therefore an anti-symmetric matrix. Furthermore, we will assume time-reversal invariance and
inversion symmetry in our kinetic theory; the former implies that the linearized collision operator W
satisfies 〈p′ |W|p〉=〈−p |W| − p′〉, while the latter implies that 〈p′ |W|p〉 = 〈−p′ |W| − p〉 (here we have
suppressed the spatial indices). Combining these equalities, we conclude that〈
x′p′ |W|xp〉 = 〈xp |W|x′p′〉 . (18)
Hence W is symmetric. Finally, W has null vectors |X〉 associated with conservation laws [37]. We define
vectors
|Xa(x)〉 ≡
∫
ddp Xa (p) |xp〉, (19)
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Figure 2: A depiction of the two-body scattering events on an even-sided polygonal Fermi surface
(blue) that are allowed by energy- and momentum-conservation. Only scattering of the pink kind
can change the total number of quasiparticles on a Fermi surface edge; all other scattering events
can change the particle density at a point, but leave the particle number on each edge invariant.
Additionally, the phase space for non-pink type scattering is extremely large due to the freedom
to, for fixed collisional momentum transfer, independently “slide” the initial particles along a
given Fermi surface edge, as illustrated by dashed arrows. By contrast, the phase space for
pink type scattering is far more restricted for fixed momentum transfer. Note that, due to the
indistinguishability of fermions, some of these scattering events (e.g. green and orange) are
equivalent and enter W in identical ways.
which have the property that
〈Xa|Φ〉 =
∫
ddp
(2pi~)dV
Xa(p)Φ(x,p)
(
−∂f
0
∂p
)
=
ρa(x)
V
, (20)
namely that they encode (up to the normalization of the inner product) the parts of the local distribution
function which correspond to conserved quantities. Since (5) has to solve the Boltzmann equation for for
any λa, we conclude that λa|Xa〉 must be an exact solution of (16). Thus,
W |Xa(x)〉 = 0. (21)
Finally, we note that the inner product (15) allows us to approximately ignore all p dependence of Φ,
except for the value of Φ along the Fermi surface itself. In fact, with the exception of the T dependence of
the scattering rates (matrix elements of W), it is acceptable to completely neglect all dynamics beyond the
“wobbling” of the Fermi surface itself, which is captured by the value of Φ exactly on the Fermi surface.
3.2 A Separation of Time Scales
The next two sections apply the general formalism above to the problem of interest, where the Fermi
surface of the Fermi liquid is a polygon. In this section, we will discuss the most subtle point, arising
in the behavior of W. In particular, we will find a hierarchy of two-body quasiparticle scattering rates,
arising from the polygonal geometry of the Fermi surface.
Consider energy- and momentum-conserving two-body scattering events on a polygonal Fermi surface,
as depicted in the case of a square Fermi surface in Figure 2. We identify two classes of such scattering
events: those that conserve the net number of quasiparticles on each Fermi surface edge, and those that do
8
not4. Scattering events that alter particle number at a Fermi surface point but conserve particle number
on each edge are of the form [
p
q
]
→
[
p′
q′
]
=
[
p− k‖
q+ k‖
]
(22)
with the collisional momentum transfer k‖ parallel to edge(s) on which the initial quasiparticles p,q lie
(the green scattering in Figure 2 is equivalent to the orange scattering, which has this property). The
allowed phase space for scattering events of this type is quite large due to the fact that, for fixed momentum
transfer k‖, the initial quasiparticles p,q possess a “sliding” freedom in that they can - independently - lie
anywhere along a given Fermi surface edge; see Figure (2). Due to this “sliding” freedom and associated
extensive allowed phase space, we conclude that the scattering rate γf associated with collisions that relax
particle number at a point, but conserve total edge particle number, is extremely large.
In contrast, two-body scattering events that alter edge particle number must be more fine-tuned. For
an initial quasiparticle p and fixed collisional momentum transfer k, there is only a single quasiparticle
q with which p can scatter in such a way so as to simultaneously conserve energy, conserve momentum,
and alter edge particle number; see Figure (2). This reduced allowed phase space (in contrast to edge
particle conserving collisions) is similar to the contrast between head-on scattering, with large allowed
phase space, and small-angle scattering, with much smaller allowed phase space, for quasiparticles on a
circular Fermi surface [38, 39]. Scattering events that can alter the particle number on a Fermi surface
edge are associated with a much smaller scattering rate γs  γf.
In the case of a perfect polygonal Fermi surface with exactly flat edges, the fast scattering rate
γf associated with two-body events that leave edge particle number invariant is singular due to the
aforementioned “sliding” freedom, which generates infinities in the the two-body collision integral (3) due
to the alignment of two constraints in the delta functions imposing energy and momentum conservation.
One may regularize this calculation by “rounding out” the edges of the polygonal surface into circular
arcs with a degree of curvature α  1 (or equivalently, radius of curvature R ∼ α−1 much larger than a
Fermi surface edge; see Figure 9). In Appendix A we estimate the regulated scattering rates and find
γf
γs
∼ α−1. (23)
Thus for “nearly flat” α  1 Fermi surface edges, we find a hierarchy of decay rates γs  γf, with the
precise magnitude of this hierarchy determined by the degree to which the Fermi surface deviates from a
perfect polygon.
A similar distinction between inter- and intra-edge scattering of electrons off of impurities has been
made in the specific case of the “nearly” hexagonal Fermi surface of PdCoO2 [33]. We point out, however,
that the hieararchy we identify here is much more dramatic, as γf/γs can be arbitrarily large, in contrast
to the case of electron-impurity scattering, where the enhancement is by an O(1) factor.
Before moving on, we briefly address scattering events involving more than two quasiparticles. For
example, three-body scattering can decay the approximate “imbalance mode” in graphene [40], which
also arises due to kinematic constraints on two-body scattering [10]. Three-body scattering also decays
“imbalance” modes of our model, including the number density on a fixed edge.5 In spite of their large
allowed phase space, however, such scattering events are subleading in the quasiparticle scattering matrix
4The net quasiparticle number
∫
dpm Φ(pm) on a Fermi surface edge m is simply the quasiparticle excitation distribution
Φ intregrated over the momenta pm constituting that edge; this may equivalently be thought of as the net charge excitation
on a Fermi surface edge.
5For example, consider two particles on the left edge of Figure 2 sliding down, allowing a third particle on the bottom
edge to move to the top edge, thus altering the net quasiparticle number on the bottom and top edges. A sliding freedom
for this process on the left edge means that the scattering rate associated with this process, like γf discussed in the text, also
has a formally infinite value in the limit α→ 0 of flat Fermi surface edges.
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m = 0
m
=
2
m = 3
m
=
4
m
=
5
m
=
1
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Figure 3: Model Fermi surface in the hexagonal M = 6 case. For general (even) M , we align
the m = 0 edge so as to be bisected by the ky-axis, and increase the edge label m going counter-
clockwise around the polygon. Here θ = 2pi/M denotes the symmetry angle of the polygon.
M, both in the coupling constant strength and in the power of T/TF which arises. If we take the limit
T → 0 before α→ 0, we may neglect three-body (and beyond) scattering events in the collision integral.
3.3 Two-Time Model for Linearized Collision Operator
We now begin our construction of a phenomenological model for the linearized collision operator W ap-
pearing in (16). To achieve this goal, we first introduce a convenient basis for the quasiparticle excitations
Φ with which to construct the matrix W.
On a finite domain, any sufficiently smooth function may be written as a weighted sum of Legendre
polynomials. We employ such an expansion for Φ on each edge of the M -gon Fermi surface via
Φ (p) =
M−1∑
m=0
∞∑
n=0
Φmn |n,m〉 , (24)
where
|n,m〉 ≡
√
2n+ 1
2
Ln
(
pm
pL
)
(25)
is vector (in the vector space of smooth functions) representing the n-th Legendre polynomial Ln of the m-
th Fermi surface edge momentum pm. In the above we have also introduced the length 2pL ≡ 2pF tan(pi/M)
of each Fermi surface edge, so that pm/pL ∈ [−1, 1] parameterizes the momentum-coordinate along the
m-th edge, increasing counter-clockwise; see Figure 3. The Legendre mode vectors |n,m〉 (25) have also
been suitably normalized so as to satisfy the orthonormality condition〈
n′,m′ |n,m〉 = δmm′
∫ 1
−1
dx
√
2n′ + 1
2
Ln′ (x) ·
√
2n+ 1
2
Ln (x) = δmm′δnn′ . (26)
The Legendre basis possesses two properties that will prove very useful for us. Firstly, we note that
only n = 0 Legendre modes carry a nonzero number of quasiparticles on a Fermi surface edge; all higher-
order n ≥ 1 excitations have zero net quasiparticles on an edge. This follows from the fact that higher
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n ≥ 1 Legendre modes are orthogonal to the constant n = 0 mode and therefore vanish when integrated
over an edge. Per our discussion in Section 3.2, we will require that modes with nonzero edge density
decay at a rate γs slower than all other, non-conserved modes, which instead decay at a rate γf  γs.
Thus, in terms of our linearized collision operator W, these considerations impose the constraint
〈n,m |W|n,m〉 ∼
{
γs (n = 0)
γf (n ≥ 1)
. (27)
The second useful property of our Legendre basis is the fact that only n = 0 and n = 1 Legendre
modes carry a nonzero amount of momentum; all higher-order n ≥ 2 excitations have zero net momentum.
This follows from the fact that Fermi surface edge momenta is parameterized by a line, which is a linear
combination n = 0 and n = 1 Legendre modes; thus any integral summing the momentum of a higher
n ≥ 2 mode over an edge will vanish due to the orthogonality of the Legendre modes. The quantities that
we wish to conserve in our kinetic theory, namely the total particle density
|N〉 = n0
M−1∑
m=0
|0,m〉 (28)
and the x- and y-components of the total momentum
|Pi〉 =
∣∣P 0i 〉+ gM ∣∣P 1i 〉 , (29)
therefore lie entirely in the 2M -dimensional subspace spanned by n = 0, 1 modes on each of the M Fermi
surface edges. In the above, we have introduced the equilibirium particle density n0, the vectors |Pni 〉
which specify how Legendre modes of order n contribute to the i-th component of the momentum, given
explicitly by
∣∣P 0x〉 = −pF M−1∑
m=0
sin (mθ) |0,m〉 , ∣∣P 1x〉 = −pF M−1∑
m=0
cos (mθ) |1,m〉 (30a)
∣∣P 0y 〉 = +pF M−1∑
m=0
cos (mθ) |0,m〉 , ∣∣P 1y 〉 = −pF M−1∑
m=0
sin (mθ) |1,m〉 , (30b)
and the geometrical factor gM = tan(pi/M)/
√
3 that relates how n = 0, 1 modes differentially contribute
to the momentum. Imposing the charge- and momentum-conservation constraints
W |N〉 = W |Px〉 = W |Py〉 = 0 (31)
therefore only requires that W act non-trivially in the n = 0, 1 subspace; for higher modes, the linearized
collision operator can simply act as Wn≥2 ∼ γf 1 and satisfy the required constraints (27) and (31).
The simplest 2M × 2M linearized collision operator W that satisfies these constraints is
W = PW0P + γsP
′ (32)
where we have introduced the operators
W0 = γs
M−1∑
m=0
|0,m〉 〈0,m|+ γf
M−1∑
m=0
|1,m〉 〈1,m| , (33a)
P = 1− |N〉〈N |〈N |N〉 −
∑
i=x,y
∑
n=0,1
|Pni 〉〈Pni |
〈Pni |Pni 〉
, (33b)
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P′ =
∑
i=x,y
|P˜i〉〈P˜i|
〈P˜i|P˜i〉
. (33c)
The operators P,P′ are in fact projection operators, with P projecting out the total particle density and
each of the n = 0, 1 modes of the momentum individually, and P′ projecting onto the modes
|P˜i〉 = gM |P 0i 〉 − |P 1i 〉 (34)
orthogonal to the momentum: 〈Pi|P˜j〉 = 0.
First, we note that the matrix W (32) is symmetric, as required by time-reversal invariance and
reflection symmetry (18). Next, since the projection operators P, P′ both vanish on the desired conserved
modes |N〉, |Px〉, |Py〉, so too does the matrix W (32). Finally, the term PW0P ensures that the decay
constraint (27) is satisfied, but has the unphysical property that it conserves the orthogonal momentum
since P|P˜i〉 = 0; this is remedied by adding a term γsP′ that causes the orthogonal momentum |P˜i〉 to
instead decay at the rate γs, which is chosen since |P˜i〉 contains n = 0 parts. Explicit constructions of W
(32) are given in Appendix B for both a square and hexagon Fermi surface. Additionally, in Table 3 of
Appendix C we list the complete eigenvector/eigenvalue decomposition of W for general (even) M , which
we now briefly summarize.
The collision matrix W (32) has the eigenvalue zero with multiplicity 3; these correspond by construc-
tion to the 3 conserved modes {|N〉, |Px〉, |Py〉}. In conventional fluid dynamics (relevant for us later,
when we take the hydrodynamic limit of our kinetic theory), momentum density is written as a velocity
field, which amounts to the a simple rescaling
|Vi〉 = cM vF
pF
|Pi〉, (35)
where cM is an O(1) constant that depends on the particular Fermi surface M -gon in question; for the
square and hexagon, we have c4 = 4/3 and c6 = 10/9, respectively.
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Next, W has the eigenvalue γs with multiplicity (M − 1), corresponding to (M − 1) “slow” modes.
These slow modes include (M−4) “spin-k” modes {|Qk−〉, |Qk+〉} labeled by integer k ∈ {2, . . . , (M/2−1)},
so-named due to the way they transform when they polygonal Fermi surface is rotated: a spin-k mode
first returns to itself (i.e. transforms trivially) when the Fermi surface is rotated through the minimal
angle 2pi/k = Mθ/k (recall that θ = 2pi/M is the symmetry angle of the M -gon). These spin modes are
discussed in detail in Appendix C, but the punchline is that for each k, the two spin-k mode “components”
|Qk±〉 will be repackaged into an rank-k tensor |Qi1···ik〉 that transforms naturally under continuous Fermi
surface rotations. These modes do not arise for the square Fermi surface, but do arise for higher even M ,
including the hexagon. For the hexagon in particular, the two spin-2 modes are given explicitly by
|Q2−〉 ≡ |Q−〉 = −cM
vF
pF
5∑
m=0
sin (2mθ) |0,m〉, (36a)
|Q2+〉 ≡ |Q+〉 = +cM
vF
pF
5∑
m=0
cos (2mθ) |0,m〉, (36b)
which first return to themselves when the hexagonal Fermi surface is rotated through the minimal angle
pi = 3θ. These spin-2 modes are repackaged into the traceless symmetric rank-2 tensor
|Qij〉 ≡ 1√
2
[ −|Q+〉 |Q−〉
|Q−〉 |Q+〉
]
ij
(37)
6The factor cM makes the continuity equation (charge conservation) take the canonical form.
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that transforms naturally under continuous rotations of the Fermi surface; see Appendix C and in partic-
ular Eq. (122) for details.
The remaining 3 slow modes are those orthogonal to the 3 conserved modes, namely the orthogonal
momentum |P˜i〉 which we also rescale into velocity fields
|V˜i〉 = cM vF
pF
|P˜i〉, (38)
and the orthogonal number density
|N˜〉 = n0
M−1∑
m=0
(−1)m|0,m〉. (39)
We highlight in particular the mode |N˜〉, which is invariant under reflections and alternates sign under
discrete rotations of the Fermi surface by the symmetry angle θ = 2pi/M . This means that the mode
|N˜〉 in fact first returns to itself after a Fermi surface rotation of 2θ = 2pi/(M/2), and thus with respect
to continuous Fermi surface rotations it is more natural to regard |N˜〉 as a “spin-M/2” mode with an
associated rank-M/2 tensor |N˜i1···iM/2〉. The details of how this spin-M/2 tensor structure is determined
are also spelled out in Appendix C.
Finally, W has the eigenvalue γf with multiplicity (M −2), corresponding to (M −2) “fast” modes. In
our study of the quasihydrodynamic-to-hydrodynamic crossover in this model, these fast modes will not
be dynamical due to the short timescales τf ∼ γ−1f on which they decay. As such, these fast modes will
only serve to give rise to viscous and diffusive effects for the slow and conserved modes in the long time
scale, large length scale effective theories of the model, i.e. the quasihydrodynamic and hydrodynamic
regimes.
3.4 The Streaming Operator
Finally, we specify the streaming operator L in our reduced 2M -dimensional Legendre mode basis. We
begin by observing that the polygonal Fermi surface detailed above has necessarily constrained the form
of (p). For simplicity, we will choose (p) to be defined piecewise in such a way that the Fermi velocity
vF is uniform along each edge of the Fermi surface:
v(p) ≡ vF nˆ(p). (40)
While no actual dispersion relation (p) is this simple, we do note that for PdCoO2 in particular the
quasiparticle velocity v(p) is in fact of roughly constant magnitude along each edge of the approximately
hexagonal Fermi surface, up to the rounded corners [29]. The primary effect of these rounded Fermi
surface corners is to allow for a continuum of quasiparticle velocity directions, which are excluded by
(40) but can lead to dramatic effects in the ballistic regime [34]. However, for the purpose of studying
a mathematically tractable model of the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover, Eq. (40) is a reasonable
simplification.
Indeed, the constant magnitude quasiparticle velocity (40) greatly simplifies our calculations, leading
to following action of L in the Legendre basis:7
L|n,m〉 = vF
[
− sin (mθ) ∂x + cos (mθ) ∂y
]
|n,m〉. (41)
The key simplification of assuming constant quasiparticle velocity magnitude |v(p)| = vF on the Fermi
surface is that L (41) and W (32) are now both block diagonal, with the n = 0, 1 sector of the Boltzmann
7We have suppressed spatial indices in defining the Legendre basis |n,m〉, but keep in mind they do carry spatial depen-
dence coming from the phase space vectors |xp〉.
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transport regime length scale hierarchy
ballistic/Knudsen |x|  `f  `s
quasihydrodynamic `f  |x|  `s
hydrodynamic/Poiseuille `f  `s  |x|
Table 1: Outline of the transport various regimes of our model at varying length scales |x| of
interest (for the one-dimensional channel flow problem, this will be the channel width w). Here
we have also introduced the length scales `s,f = vFγ
−1
s,f ∼ W−1 associated with the fast- and
slow-decaying electronic excitations, arising from the geometric imbalance mode explained in
Section 3.2.
equation (16) decoupling from the n ≥ 2 sector. Since we are ultimately concerned with calculating
conductances and thus currents, which as explained above lie in the n = 0, 1 sector, we see that we
have therefore successfully reduced the seemingly infinite-dimensional Boltzmann equation (16) to a 2M -
dimensional one.
Hydrodynamics with a Polygon Fermi Surface4
Having developed our two-time “relaxation time” approximation for the Boltzmann equation above, we
can now derive quasihydrodynamic and hydrodynamic equations of motion for our theory, depending on
whether we are interested in physics on time scales ω  γf or ω  γs, respectively.
4.1 Integrating Out Modes
In Table 1, we define the various transport regimes of our model via the length scale of interest. Moving
away from the ballistic regime of our model, in which quasiparticles are infinitely long-lived and W ≈ 0,
and into the quasihydrodynamic and hydrodynamic regimes, in which the collision matrix W can not be
neglected, will require “integrating out” the decaying modes that enter into the theory. In particular, the
quasihydrodynamic regime is reached by integrating out the (M − 2) fast modes, leaving dynamical the
(M − 1) slow modes and the 3 conserved modes; the hydrodynamic regime is reached by integrating out
the (2M − 3) fast and slow modes, leaving dynamical only the 3 conserved modes. We now outline how
this “integrating out” procedure is performed.
Consider a solution |Φ〉 of the Boltzmann equation in the absence of a source: (∂t + W + L)|Φ〉 = 0.
If we let a label the modes we wish to leave dynamical and b label the (relatively faster decaying) modes
we wish to integrate out, we can write the Boltzmann equation in a block-diagonal basis of W as[
∂t +
(
Wa 0
0 Wb
)
+
(
La Lab
−L†ab Lb
)]( |Φa〉
|Φb〉
)
=
(
0
0
)
(42)
where we have used the fact that the streaming matrix L is anti-Hermitian in the Fourier basis. Note
that obtaining the quasihydrodynamic equations corresponds to taking a = (slow and conserved) and
b = (fast), whereas obtaining the hydrodynamic equations corresponds to taking a = (conserved) and
b = (slow and fast).
Now, since we are studying the model on timescales for which the b-modes have effectively decayed
away, we have that ∂t  Wb. Thus we may to good approximation take ∂t ≈ 0 in the b-sector equation.
We then solve the b-sector equation for the modes |Φb〉 and substitute the result into the a-sector equation,
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which yields [
∂t + Wa + La + Lab (Wb + Lb)
−1 L†ab
]
|Φa〉 = 0. (43)
Now we note that since Wb ∼ γb and Lb ∼ vFk, in our assumed regime we have Lb  Wb. Thus we may
to good approximation take (Wb + Lb)
−1 ≈W−1b , so that(
∂t + W
′ + La
) |Φa〉 = 0 (44)
in our regime, with the effective collision integral W′ = Wa+LabW−1b L
†
ab. This effective collision integral is
the origin of diffusive contributions to the (quasi)hydrodynamic equations for the dynamical modes |Φa〉.
4.2 The Quasihydrodynamic Limit (with Imbalance Modes)
4.2.1. Square Fermi Surface (M = 4)
In this subsection, we derive the quasihydrodynamic equations valid in the limit ∂t  γf . First we do
this for the square, which is simpler as there are fewer degrees of freedom to keep track of. Following the
procedure outlined in Section 4.1, we integrate out 2 fast modes from the n = 1 sector to obtain
∂tN + n0∂i
(
Vi +
1√
3
V˜i
)
= 0 (45a)
∂tVi +
3
8
v2F
n0
∂j
(
δijN + N˜ij
)
− v
2
F
4γf
P⊥jikl∂j∂k
(
Vl −
√
3V˜l
)
= 0 (45b)
∂tN˜ij + n0P
‖
ijkl∂k
(
Vl +
1√
3
V˜l
)
= −γsN˜ij (45c)
∂tV˜i +
√
3
8
v2F
n0
∂j
(
δijN + N˜ij
)
+
√
3v2F
4γf
P⊥jikl∂j∂k
(
Vl −
√
3V˜l
)
= −γsV˜i (45d)
where we have introduced the projection tensors
P⊥jikl =
1
2
(
δjkδil − σzjkσzil
)
, (46a)
P‖jikl = σ
z
ijσ
z
kl. (46b)
which project onto “parallel” terms and “perpendicular” parts of a tensor, respectively: P⊥jiklajiakl =
a2xy + a
2
yx and P
‖
jiklajiakl = (axx − ayy)2. The “tensor” degree of freedom N˜ij is in fact a scalar:
N˜ij = N˜σ
z
ij , (47)
but on formal grounds, it is more natural to express the equations of motion as (45).
The form of (45) is highly constrained by the symmetry of the square Fermi surface. These equa-
tions are written in terms of invariants of the discrete symmetry group of the square Fermi surface. In
Appendix C, we discuss the representation theory of the dihedral groups and elucidate the structure of
(45) from a group theoretic perspective. Let us emphasize that (45) is not the most general form of the
quasihydrodynamic equations. If we slightly round the corners of the square, new terms which are allowed
by symmetry should generically appear in the equations of motion. We will not fully classify all such
allowed terms in this work.
As a simple application of our quasihydrodynamic theory, let us calculate the quasinormal modes of
(45) in the limit γs = 0. Namely, we look for plane wave solutions of (45) where the xi and t dependence
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of all variables is ei(kxx+kyy−ωt). This becomes an eigenvalue problem for a 6 × 6 matrix. In the limit
γs → 0, the results become particularly simple:
ω±,sound 1 = ±ivFkx, (48a)
ω±,sound 2 = ±ivFky, (48b)
ωdiff. 1 = −iv
2
Fk
2
x
γf
, (48c)
ωdiff. 2 = −i
v2Fk
2
y
γf
, (48d)
One can obtain these results explicitly from (45), but it is simpler to instead go back to the Legendre
basis introduced previously. The two sound modes, which propagate ballistically in either the x or y
direction, come from the n = 0 modes on the left/right and top/bottom edges, respectively. The two
diffusive modes describe the diffusive decay of the n = 1 contributions to transverse momentum.
On a square with rounded corners, if kx → 0 at finite ky (or vice versa), we do not expect the relevant
sound mode to become strictly non-dynamical. Rather, this sound mode will instead decay diffusively,
with a decay rate set by the corrections to our toy model (45).
At finite γs, some of the modes described above pick up additional decay channels due to the slow
relaxation of imbalance modes. We do not have an elegant analytic description for this regime, but will
describe it numerically in Section 4.3.3, after we discuss the hydrodynamic limit of ∂t  γs.
4.2.2. Hexagonal Fermi Surface (M = 6)
We now repeat the analysis above for the hexagonal Fermi surface. The quasihydrodynamic equations
are
∂tN + n0∂i
(
Vi +
1
3
V˜i
)
= 0 (49a)
∂tVi +
9v2F
20n0
∂iN +
3vF
2
√
10
∂jQij − ηfjikl∂j∂k
(
Vl − 3V˜l
)
= 0 (49b)
∂tN˜ijk −
√
10
6
n0λ
+
ijkλ
+
lmn∂lQmn = −γsN˜ijk (49c)
∂tV˜i +
3v2F
20n0
∂iN +
vF
2
√
10
∂jQij − 3ηfjikl∂j∂k
(
3V˜l − Vl
)
= −γsV˜i (49d)
∂tQij +
3vF
2
√
10
[
vF
n0
∂kN˜ijk + ∂iVj + ∂jVi − δij∂kVk − 1
3
(
∂iV˜j + ∂j V˜i − δij∂kV˜k
)]
= −γsQij (49e)
with
ηfijkl =
v2F
40γf
(δikδjl + δilδjk − δijδkl + 2ijkl) , (50)
and the rank-3 tensor λ+ijk defined in Appendix C, Eq. (119), which we note satisfies the useful identity
λ+ijmλ
+
mkl = δikδjl + δilδjk − δijδkl. (51)
The properties of these equations are rather similar to the square, except that the symmetry group
of the hexagon is D12 rather than D8. As such, as the “scalar” imbalance mode N˜ijk now comes with
three indices rather than two: N˜ijk = N˜λ
+
ijk Similarly, there are an additional two imbalance degrees of
freedom found in Qij . The group theoretic understanding of these equations is found in Appendix C.
The quasinormal modes in the quasihydrodynamic regime are rather similar to the square case above,
except that in general there will be 3 sets of propagating modes, each one propagating normal to one pair
of edges of the Fermi surfaces.
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4.3 The Hydrodynamic Limit
We now turn to the hydrodynamic limit of ∂t  γs. We will first talk about the hexagon this time, as its
hydrodynamic limit turns out to be simpler due to the higher symmetry.
4.3.1. Hexagonal Fermi Surface (M = 6)
The hydrodynamic equations describe the dynamics of the exactly conserved quantities: density and
momentum. As discussed previously, we will work with the more conventional fluid variables of density
and velocity. Within linear response, the hydrodynamic equations are
∂tN + n0∂iVi −D∂i∂iN = 0, (52a)
∂tVi +
v2s
n0
∂iN − 1
mn0
ηjikl∂kVl = 0 (52b)
where the incoherent diffusion constant is
D =
v2F
20γs
, (53)
the speed of sound is
vs =
√
9
20
vF (54)
the viscosity tensor is
ηijkl = η(δikδjl + δilδjk − δijδkl) + η˜ijkl (55)
and the shear viscosity η and rotational viscosity η˜ are
η = mn0v
2
F
(
9
40γs
+
1
40γf
)
, (56a)
η˜ =
mn0v
2
F
20γf
. (56b)
The form of ηijkl has been explicitly computed using the microscopic kinetic theory.
There are two key features of these equations which differ from the conventional hydrodynamics found
in textbooks [41]. Firstly, we observe the presence of an incoherent [32] diffusion constant for charge, D.
The origin of this effect is the broken Galilean invariance due to the polygonal Fermi surface. Because
the charge current Ji is not equivalent to the momentum Pi (up to an overall prefactor), it is possible to
have a charge current which flows in the absence of momentum. In the quasihydrodynamic language, this
mode corresponds to V˜i. Because V˜i is a quasihydrodynamic mode, it decays at rate γs, and integrating
this mode out leads to D ∼ 1/γs, as explained in Section 4.1.
Secondly, we observe that there is both a shear viscosity and a rotational viscosity. To the best of our
knowledge, the rotational viscosity η˜ has never been named as such, nor has its significance been described
previously in the literature. The rotational viscosity arises due to the explicit breaking of rotational
invariance by the ionic lattice and the Fermi surface itself. In fact, previously studied anisotropic models
such as [42] do exhibit rotational viscosity (although the effect was not named or elucidated): this effect
is not peculiar to our polygonal Fermi surface model. We emphasize that this rotational viscosity is not
the same as the Hall viscosity [31], whose tensor structure is [43]
ηHallijkl ∼ ikδjl + ilδjk + jkδil + jlδik (57)
This tensor structure is dissipationless: ηHallijij = 0, in contrast to the rotational viscosity; furthermore,
ηHallijkl = η
Hall
jikl , in contrast to the antisymmetric contribution to the electronic stress tensor from the
rotational viscosity.
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Figure 4: A sketch of a hexagonal Fermi surface (blue) after a rotation by an infinitesimal angle
(pink, dashed). Such rotations generate the electronic excitation |F 〉 corresponding to n = 1
modes on each edge (pink, solid) and thus cost energy. In the hydrodynamic limit, the rapid
decay of the mode |F 〉 at the rate γf will therefore generate a viscosity η˜ associated with local
rotations scaling as η˜ ∼ γ−1f . Note here that we have drawn the n = 1 modes with an exaggerated
slope for ease of viewing.
Normally (without parity violation) the viscosity tensor is assumed to have the same symmetries as
the elastic moduli tensor in a solid:
ηjikl = ηijkl = ηklij . (58)
It is the first equality in (58) which is violated by rotational viscosity. The second equality continues to
hold. So one might ask why in a conventional non-disordered elastic solid (which does break rotational
invariance, as all crystalline space groups are discrete) the elastic moduli must obey all equalities in
(58) [44]. The reason is that an elastic solid spontaneously breaks rotational invariance. As a consequence,
the symmetry of rotational invariance (which enforces angular momentum conservation, and the symmetry
of the stress tensor) is not lost, and instead there are “massless degrees of freedom”: global rotations of a
solid, which do not cost any energy. In contrast, the polygonal Fermi surface is held in place by the ionic
degrees of freedom which we have not accounted for (in our standard Born-Oppenheimer approximation
separating the electronic and ionic degrees of freedom). On any time scale where the ionic lattice dynamics
is negligible, the electronic fluid moves in an environment where rotational invariance is explicitly broken
by the lattice and angular momentum can be removed by torques applied by static ions.
We note that a rotational viscosity with identical tensor structure also arises in the Ericksen-Leslie
theory of liquid crystal hydrodynamics [45, 46]. However, liquid crystals spontaneously break rotational
invariance and therefore angular momentum conservation is not lost; rotational viscosity is allowed only
in an interplay between the velocity and order parameter dynamics [47, 48]. We again emphasize that
our model explicitly breaks rotational invariance and so unlike a liquid crystal, rotational viscosity and
an antisymmetric stress tensor are physical and will generically exist.
To see that this rotational viscosity is not simply an artifact of our particular model, consider the
electronic fluctuation |F 〉 generated when the Fermi surface is rotated by an infinitesimal angle, sketched
in Figure 4. The mode |F 〉 is a combination of n = 1 Legendre modes which decays rapidly at the rate
γf. Since viscosity in the (quasi)hydrodynamic limit arises from integrating out fast modes, including
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|F 〉, we therefore expect that the viscosity associated with local rotations will scale as η˜ ∼ 1/γf , which
is indeed consistent with our results (56b, 63b). In contrast, shear viscosity arises from integrating out
quasihydrodynamic slow modes, and so η ∼ 1/γs. Hence the rotational viscosity is supressed by factor
(γs/γf) 1 relative to the shear viscosity, leading to the hierarchy of viscosities 0 < η˜  η.8
Both of the above points regarding incoherent conductivity and viscosity in an electronic fluid are
generic. They will be relevant for essentially all Fermi liquids (and electron fluids more broadly) except
for those with nearly circular Fermi surfaces, such as graphene [2, 3] or GaAs [1, 7]. It is an important
open question to develop practical methods to observe the presence of D and η˜ in an experiment.
4.3.2. Square Fermi Surface (M = 4)
On a square Fermi surface, the hydrodynamic equations of motion take the same form as (52). What
changes are the values of the relevant parameters. The incoherent diffusion constant is
D =
v2F
8γs
, (59)
the speed of sound is
vs =
√
3
8
vF, (60)
and the viscosity tensor becomes
ηijkl = η‖P
‖
ijkl + η⊥P
⊥s
ijkl + η˜ijkl (61)
where
P⊥sijkl =
1
2
(
δikδjl + δilδjk − σzikσzjl − σzilσzjk
)
(62)
is a projector onto symmetric shear components of a tensor: P⊥sijklaijakl = (axy + ayx)2, and the three
viscosities are
η‖ =
3v2F
8γs
mn0, (63a)
η⊥ = η˜ =
v2F
8γf
mn0. (63b)
The last equality appears to be a coincidence within our toy model.
In the form we have written it above, the viscosities η‖ and η⊥ are two of the three allowed components
of a fourth rank tensor in two dimensions with the symmetries (58): they correspond to longitudinal and
transverse shear viscosities. As η‖ arises due to the decay of N˜ij , η‖ ∼ 1/γs, while η⊥ ∼ 1/γf as it arises
entirely from n = 1 modes. η˜ is again the rotational viscosity, and its interpretation is identical to before.
4.3.3. Quasinormal Modes
In either of the above cases, we can discuss the quasinormal mode solutions to the linearized hydrodynamic
equations. We will discuss the square case (without assuming η⊥ = η˜) as it is more generic; the hexagonal
hydrodynamics follows upon setting η = η⊥ = η‖. The hydrodynamic modes are the usual sound wave,
coupling the density N with the longitudinal velocity kiVi,
9 together with the diffusion of transverse
momentum kiijVj . The dispersion relation for the sound modes is
ω = ±vsk − i
2
(
D +
η⊥
mn0
sin2(2ϕ) +
η‖
mn0
cos2(2ϕ)
)
k2 + O
(
k3
)
(64)
8Note that there is no bulk viscosity: it is a generic result that the bulk viscosity of a Fermi liquid is suppressed by
(T/TF)
4 [49].
9Even in an anisotropic system, the dihedral symmetry group is sufficiently strong to ensure this is the case [27].
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Figure 5: Quasinormal modes across the quasihydrodynamic-to-hydrodynamic crossover on the
square. We take vs = γf = 1 and γs = 0.1. Some modes are noted twice in the figure legend:
this arises when these modes are involved in pole collisions, so there may be some ambiguity as
to which mode is labeled as which.
where tanϕ = ky/kx, and the dispersion relation for the transverse diffusion mode is
ω = −i η˜ + η⊥ cos
2(2ϕ) + η‖ sin2(2ϕ)
mn0
k2 + O
(
k3
)
. (65)
One important feature of these equations is the relative anisotropy in the decay rates of the quasinormal
modes: for small angles ϕ ≈ 0 the sound wave decays much faster than the diffusion mode (η‖  η⊥
in our models), whereas when ϕ ≈ pi/4 the sound wave decays much slower. Just as important are the
new dissipative contributions: the incoherent charge diffusion constant D0 contributes to the decay of the
sound mode, while the rotational viscosity η˜ contributes to the decay of transverse momentum.
Finally, let us return to the behavior of the quasinormal modes across the transition between the
quasihydrodynamic and hydrodynamic regimes. For simplicity, we will focus on the square (M = 4),
where we argued above that there will be 2 sound and 2 diffusion modes in the quasihydrodynamic
regime, and 1 sound and 1 diffusion mode in the hydrodynamic regime. Figure 5 shows the intricate
interplay between these modes as a function of the angle ϕ that the wave number ki makes with the
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Fermi surface (ϕ = npi/2 for n ∈ Z implies that ki is oriented along the Fermi velocity on two of the
edges). Roughly speaking, the hydrodynamic sound mode is a well defined quasinormal mode throughout
the entire hydrodynamic and quasihydrodynamic regime. Although it picks up a finite decay rate γs there
exists a well-behaved “quasi-diffusion” mode which is non-propagating (Re(ω(k)) = 0). In contrast, the
transverse momentum diffusion mode and the other “quasi-sound” mode have a very curious interplay
across the hydrodynamic-to-quasihydrodynamic transition. Depending on the angle ϕ, we observe in
Figure 5 that these two modes can either collide with one another or not. If they do not collide, then the
“quasi-sound” is a well-defined excitation for any k (with a decreasing decay rate as k increases), and the
transverse momentum diffusion pole is also well-defined for all k. However, if these two modes collide,
there is an interesting sequence of two pole collisions. First, the two “quasi sound” poles collide with each
other on the imaginary axis at a finite k, and split into two non-propagating and purely dissipative modes.
One of these dissipative modes becomes the secondary diffusion mode in the quasihydrodynamic limit
k  γs/vF, while the other moves up the imaginary axis towards the hydrodynamic momentum diffusion
mode. The hydrodynamic momentum diffusion pole then collides with “half” of the original “quasi sound”
mode to form the “quasi sound” mode which will persist throughout the quasihydrodynamic regime. We
emphasize that these two different behaviors occur for the same physical parameters – the only thing which
is changing is the angular orientation of k. A better understanding of the experimental implications of
these pole collisions (and/or the feasibility of observing them experimentally) is an interesting future
direction to consider.
In a system with long-range Coulomb interactions (including most electronic fluids), the hydrodynamic
sound mode described above morphs into a plasmon with a significantly modified dispersion relation [50].
Due to the presence of the incoherent conductivity (i.e. the breaking of Galilean invariance), the decay
of the plasmon is significantly enhanced [51]. We will not describe this effect in detail in this paper.
Flows in Narrow Channels5
Our primary application of these kinetic and hydrodynamic equations is their solution in a long and
narrow channel: see Figure 6. In particular, we assume that the channel is infinitely long and has a finite
width w, that electric current is driven by a background electric field applied along the channel, and
that the dynamics is independent of time. This is precisely the experimental setup of [4], along with the
originally proposed test [9] for hydrodynamic electron flow. As we go, we will explain the signatures of
hydrodynamics we are after, along with how the polygonal models differ from a circular Fermi surface.
We also note that magnetotransport in such channels, which we will not address in this paper, has been
studied theoretically in [16,52,53] and experimentally in [54,55].
5.1 The Boltzmann Equation with a Source
Our starting point is to generalize the linearized Boltzmann equation (16) to include a small background
electric field. The background electric field E will be of the same order as Φ, as it will drive the electronic
system out of thermal equilibrium. The key observation is that starting from the fully nonlinear Boltzmann
equation (2), only a single term F · ∂pf depends explicitly on the applied electric field E. Since
F · ∂pf = −∂f
0
∂p
eE · vp + O (ΦE) , (66)
we find that the only change to (16) is to add a source term proportional to E:
∂t|Φ〉+ (W + L)|Φ〉 = Ei|Ji〉, (67)
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<latexit sha1_base64="YqG4S/kCUZSEKAOnbtFvHiqHOyA="> AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbGMSa3oBePCZgFkiH0dHqSNj0L3T1KGPIFXjwo4tVP8ubf2FkEFX1Q8Hiviqp6fsKZVJb1 YeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS8apILRJYh6Ljo8l5SyiTcUUp51EUBz6nLb98dXMb99RIVkc3ahJQr0QDyMWMIKVlhr3/WLJMp1yxbFd ZJnlM7vqVjSx3arjniPbtOYowRL1fvG9N4hJGtJIEY6l7NpWorwMC8UIp9NCL5U0wWSMh7SraYRDKr1sfugUnWhlgIJY6IoUmqvfJzI cSjkJfd0ZYjWSv72Z+JfXTVVQ8TIWJamiEVksClKOVIxmX6MBE5QoPtEEE8H0rYiMsMBE6WwKOoSvT9H/pOWYtk6m4ZZql8s48nAEx3A KNlxADa6hDk0gQOEBnuDZuDUejRfjddGaM5Yzh/ADxtsnVvyNSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YqG4S/kCUZSEKAOnbtFvHiqHOyA="> AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbGMSa3oBePCZgFkiH0dHqSNj0L3T1KGPIFXjwo4tVP8ubf2FkEFX1Q8Hiviqp6fsKZVJb1 YeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS8apILRJYh6Ljo8l5SyiTcUUp51EUBz6nLb98dXMb99RIVkc3ahJQr0QDyMWMIKVlhr3/WLJMp1yxbFd ZJnlM7vqVjSx3arjniPbtOYowRL1fvG9N4hJGtJIEY6l7NpWorwMC8UIp9NCL5U0wWSMh7SraYRDKr1sfugUnWhlgIJY6IoUmqvfJzI cSjkJfd0ZYjWSv72Z+JfXTVVQ8TIWJamiEVksClKOVIxmX6MBE5QoPtEEE8H0rYiMsMBE6WwKOoSvT9H/pOWYtk6m4ZZql8s48nAEx3A KNlxADa6hDk0gQOEBnuDZuDUejRfjddGaM5Yzh/ADxtsnVvyNSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YqG4S/kCUZSEKAOnbtFvHiqHOyA="> AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbGMSa3oBePCZgFkiH0dHqSNj0L3T1KGPIFXjwo4tVP8ubf2FkEFX1Q8Hiviqp6fsKZVJb1 YeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS8apILRJYh6Ljo8l5SyiTcUUp51EUBz6nLb98dXMb99RIVkc3ahJQr0QDyMWMIKVlhr3/WLJMp1yxbFd ZJnlM7vqVjSx3arjniPbtOYowRL1fvG9N4hJGtJIEY6l7NpWorwMC8UIp9NCL5U0wWSMh7SraYRDKr1sfugUnWhlgIJY6IoUmqvfJzI cSjkJfd0ZYjWSv72Z+JfXTVVQ8TIWJamiEVksClKOVIxmX6MBE5QoPtEEE8H0rYiMsMBE6WwKOoSvT9H/pOWYtk6m4ZZql8s48nAEx3A KNlxADa6hDk0gQOEBnuDZuDUejRfjddGaM5Yzh/ADxtsnVvyNSg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YqG4S/kCUZSEKAOnbtFvHiqHOyA="> AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbGMSa3oBePCZgFkiH0dHqSNj0L3T1KGPIFXjwo4tVP8ubf2FkEFX1Q8Hiviqp6fsKZVJb1 YeRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BS8apILRJYh6Ljo8l5SyiTcUUp51EUBz6nLb98dXMb99RIVkc3ahJQr0QDyMWMIKVlhr3/WLJMp1yxbFd ZJnlM7vqVjSx3arjniPbtOYowRL1fvG9N4hJGtJIEY6l7NpWorwMC8UIp9NCL5U0wWSMh7SraYRDKr1sfugUnWhlgIJY6IoUmqvfJzI cSjkJfd0ZYjWSv72Z+JfXTVVQ8TIWJamiEVksClKOVIxmX6MBE5QoPtEEE8H0rYiMsMBE6WwKOoSvT9H/pOWYtk6m4ZZql8s48nAEx3A KNlxADa6hDk0gQOEBnuDZuDUejRfjddGaM5Yzh/ADxtsnVvyNSg==</latexit>
✓
<latexit sha1_base64="0y2+thymimy4Mi3BUMJy+yW9Mhs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0V wFZIaa7srunFZwT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwcyOU0H9w40IRt/6PO//G6UNQ0QMXDufcy733BIngGhznw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfDXz2/dMaR7LW5gkzI/IUPKQUwJGavVg xID0iyXHLleqZdfDjl05c2te1RDXq5W9c+zazhwltESjX3zvDWKaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeCTQu9VLOE0DEZsq6hkkRM+9n82ik+McoAh7EyJQHP1e8TGYm0nkSB6YwIjPRvbyb+5XVTCKt+xmWSApN0sShMBYYYz17HA 64YBTExhFDFza2YjogiFExABRPC16f4f9Iq265J5sYr1S+XceTRETpGp8hFF6iOrlEDNRFFd+gBPaFnK7YerRfrddGas5Yzh+gHrLdPFj6Pdw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0y2+thymimy4Mi3BUMJy+yW9Mhs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0V wFZIaa7srunFZwT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwcyOU0H9w40IRt/6PO//G6UNQ0QMXDufcy733BIngGhznw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfDXz2/dMaR7LW5gkzI/IUPKQUwJGavVg xID0iyXHLleqZdfDjl05c2te1RDXq5W9c+zazhwltESjX3zvDWKaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeCTQu9VLOE0DEZsq6hkkRM+9n82ik+McoAh7EyJQHP1e8TGYm0nkSB6YwIjPRvbyb+5XVTCKt+xmWSApN0sShMBYYYz17HA 64YBTExhFDFza2YjogiFExABRPC16f4f9Iq265J5sYr1S+XceTRETpGp8hFF6iOrlEDNRFFd+gBPaFnK7YerRfrddGas5Yzh+gHrLdPFj6Pdw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0y2+thymimy4Mi3BUMJy+yW9Mhs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0V wFZIaa7srunFZwT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwcyOU0H9w40IRt/6PO//G6UNQ0QMXDufcy733BIngGhznw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfDXz2/dMaR7LW5gkzI/IUPKQUwJGavVg xID0iyXHLleqZdfDjl05c2te1RDXq5W9c+zazhwltESjX3zvDWKaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeCTQu9VLOE0DEZsq6hkkRM+9n82ik+McoAh7EyJQHP1e8TGYm0nkSB6YwIjPRvbyb+5XVTCKt+xmWSApN0sShMBYYYz17HA 64YBTExhFDFza2YjogiFExABRPC16f4f9Iq265J5sYr1S+XceTRETpGp8hFF6iOrlEDNRFFd+gBPaFnK7YerRfrddGas5Yzh+gHrLdPFj6Pdw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0y2+thymimy4Mi3BUMJy+yW9Mhs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0V wFZIaa7srunFZwT6gDWUynbRjJ5MwcyOU0H9w40IRt/6PO//G6UNQ0QMXDufcy733BIngGhznw8qtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dlo5TRVmTxiJWnYBoJrhkTeAgWCdRjESBYO1gfDXz2/dMaR7LW5gkzI/IUPKQUwJGavVg xID0iyXHLleqZdfDjl05c2te1RDXq5W9c+zazhwltESjX3zvDWKaRkwCFUTrrusk4GdEAaeCTQu9VLOE0DEZsq6hkkRM+9n82ik+McoAh7EyJQHP1e8TGYm0nkSB6YwIjPRvbyb+5XVTCKt+xmWSApN0sShMBYYYz17HA 64YBTExhFDFza2YjogiFExABRPC16f4f9Iq265J5sYr1S+XceTRETpGp8hFF6iOrlEDNRFFd+gBPaFnK7YerRfrddGas5Yzh+gHrLdPFj6Pdw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="a0nmGTp t6Jo011Qg20JBTl/ftmA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgK iQ11nZXdOOygn1AG8pkOmmHTiZhZlIooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N04egogcuH M65l3vvCRLOlHacDyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWipOJaFNEvNYdgKsK GeCNjXTnHYSSXEUcNoOxjdzvz2hUrFY3OtpQv0IDwULGcHaSO3eBMtkx PrFkmOXK9Wy6yHHrly4Na9qiOvVyt4lcm1ngRKs0OgX33uDmKQRFZpwr FTXdRLtZ1hqRjidFXqpogkmYzykXUMFjqjys8W5M3RmlAEKY2lKaLRQv 09kOFJqGgWmM8J6pH57c/Evr5vqsOpnTCSppoIsF4UpRzpG89/RgElKN J8agolk5lZERlhiok1CBRPC16fof9Iq265J5s4r1a9XceThBE7hHFy4g jrcQgOaQGAMD/AEz1ZiPVov1uuyNWetZo7hB6y3T+2Cj/U=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="a0nmGTp t6Jo011Qg20JBTl/ftmA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgK iQ11nZXdOOygn1AG8pkOmmHTiZhZlIooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N04egogcuH M65l3vvCRLOlHacDyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWipOJaFNEvNYdgKsK GeCNjXTnHYSSXEUcNoOxjdzvz2hUrFY3OtpQv0IDwULGcHaSO3eBMtkx PrFkmOXK9Wy6yHHrly4Na9qiOvVyt4lcm1ngRKs0OgX33uDmKQRFZpwr FTXdRLtZ1hqRjidFXqpogkmYzykXUMFjqjys8W5M3RmlAEKY2lKaLRQv 09kOFJqGgWmM8J6pH57c/Evr5vqsOpnTCSppoIsF4UpRzpG89/RgElKN J8agolk5lZERlhiok1CBRPC16fof9Iq265J5s4r1a9XceThBE7hHFy4g jrcQgOaQGAMD/AEz1ZiPVov1uuyNWetZo7hB6y3T+2Cj/U=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="a0nmGTp t6Jo011Qg20JBTl/ftmA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgK iQ11nZXdOOygn1AG8pkOmmHTiZhZlIooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N04egogcuH M65l3vvCRLOlHacDyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWipOJaFNEvNYdgKsK GeCNjXTnHYSSXEUcNoOxjdzvz2hUrFY3OtpQv0IDwULGcHaSO3eBMtkx PrFkmOXK9Wy6yHHrly4Na9qiOvVyt4lcm1ngRKs0OgX33uDmKQRFZpwr FTXdRLtZ1hqRjidFXqpogkmYzykXUMFjqjys8W5M3RmlAEKY2lKaLRQv 09kOFJqGgWmM8J6pH57c/Evr5vqsOpnTCSppoIsF4UpRzpG89/RgElKN J8agolk5lZERlhiok1CBRPC16fof9Iq265J5s4r1a9XceThBE7hHFy4g jrcQgOaQGAMD/AEz1ZiPVov1uuyNWetZo7hB6y3T+2Cj/U=</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="a0nmGTp t6Jo011Qg20JBTl/ftmA=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgK iQ11nZXdOOygn1AG8pkOmmHTiZhZlIooR/hxoUibv0ed/6N04egogcuH M65l3vvCRLOlHacDyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PWipOJaFNEvNYdgKsK GeCNjXTnHYSSXEUcNoOxjdzvz2hUrFY3OtpQv0IDwULGcHaSO3eBMtkx PrFkmOXK9Wy6yHHrly4Na9qiOvVyt4lcm1ngRKs0OgX33uDmKQRFZpwr FTXdRLtZ1hqRjidFXqpogkmYzykXUMFjqjys8W5M3RmlAEKY2lKaLRQv 09kOFJqGgWmM8J6pH57c/Evr5vqsOpnTCSppoIsF4UpRzpG89/RgElKN J8agolk5lZERlhiok1CBRPC16fof9Iq265J5s4r1a9XceThBE7hHFy4g jrcQgOaQGAMD/AEz1ZiPVov1uuyNWetZo7hB6y3T+2Cj/U=</latexit >
x
<latexit sha1_base64="doCyAzKsqI5NLDcVpH98q2N3Su0=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62 vqks3wSK4GjJjx9pd0Y3LFuwD2qFk0kwbm8kMSUYspV/gxoUibv0kd/6NmbaCih64cDjnXu69J0g4UxqhDyu3srq2vpHfLGxt7+zuFfcPWipOJaFNEvNYdgKsKGeCNjXTnHYSSXEUcNoOxleZ376 jUrFY3OhJQv0IDwULGcHaSI37frGE7HK1WnarENke8lx0DjPFcysedGw0RwksUe8X33uDmKQRFZpwrFTXQYn2p1hqRjidFXqpogkmYzykXUMFjqjyp/NDZ/DEKAMYxtKU0HCufp+Y4kipSRSYzgj rkfrtZeJfXjfV4YU/ZSJJNRVksShMOdQxzL6GAyYp0XxiCCaSmVshGWGJiTbZFEwIX5/C/0nLtZ0zGzXKpdrlMo48OALH4BQ4oAJq4BrUQRMQQMEDeALP1q31aL1Yr4vWnLWcOQQ/YL19AmUKjVU =</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="2XtoSb4W7ivE9mA1vbmBa8akIGI=">AAAB6HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU9jUxtpb0YvHFmwrtKFstpt27WYTdjdCCP0FXjwo4tWf5M1/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzz485UxqhD6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPuipKJKEdEvFI3vpYUc4E7WimOb2NJcWhz2nPn17lfu+eSsUicaPTmHo hHgsWMIK1kdrpsFxBdq3RqFUbENkucqvoHOaKW6270LHRHBWwRGtYfh+MIpKEVGjCsVJ9B8Xay7DUjHA6Kw0SRWNMpnhM+4YKHFLlZfNDZ/DEKCMYRNKU0HCufp/IcKhUGvqmM8R6on57ufiX1090cOFlTMSJ poIsFgUJhzqC+ddwxCQlmqeGYCKZuRWSCZaYaJNNyYTw9Sn8n3SrtnNmo3at0rxcxlEER+AYnAIH1EETXIMW6AACKHgAT+DZurMerRfrddFasJYzh+AHrLdPZo6NVg==</latexit>
kx˜
<latexit sha1_base64="czCK/FMeCkn7dHgo0oOaXHxnh7w=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQ i6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpF262cTdTbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTzhT2nG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqqziVFFs05rHs+kQhZwJbmmmO3UQiiXyOHX98O/M7E5SKxeJBTxP0IjIULGSUaCN540HW14wHmD3l+aBa c+rOHPYqcQtSgwLNQfWrH8Q0jVBoyolSPddJtJcRqRnlmFf6qcKE0DEZYs9QQSJUXjY/OrfPjBLYYSxNCW3P1d8TGYmUmka+6YyIHqllbyb+5/VSHV57GRNJqlHQxaIw5baO7VkCdsAkUs2nhhAqmbnVpiMiCdUmp4oJwV1+eZW0 L+quU3fvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDC1fQgDtoQgsoPMIzvMKbNbFerHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHkzOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="czCK/FMeCkn7dHgo0oOaXHxnh7w=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQ i6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpF262cTdTbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTzhT2nG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqqziVFFs05rHs+kQhZwJbmmmO3UQiiXyOHX98O/M7E5SKxeJBTxP0IjIULGSUaCN540HW14wHmD3l+aBa c+rOHPYqcQtSgwLNQfWrH8Q0jVBoyolSPddJtJcRqRnlmFf6qcKE0DEZYs9QQSJUXjY/OrfPjBLYYSxNCW3P1d8TGYmUmka+6YyIHqllbyb+5/VSHV57GRNJqlHQxaIw5baO7VkCdsAkUs2nhhAqmbnVpiMiCdUmp4oJwV1+eZW0 L+quU3fvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDC1fQgDtoQgsoPMIzvMKbNbFerHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHkzOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="czCK/FMeCkn7dHgo0oOaXHxnh7w=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQ i6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpF262cTdTbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTzhT2nG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqqziVFFs05rHs+kQhZwJbmmmO3UQiiXyOHX98O/M7E5SKxeJBTxP0IjIULGSUaCN540HW14wHmD3l+aBa c+rOHPYqcQtSgwLNQfWrH8Q0jVBoyolSPddJtJcRqRnlmFf6qcKE0DEZYs9QQSJUXjY/OrfPjBLYYSxNCW3P1d8TGYmUmka+6YyIHqllbyb+5/VSHV57GRNJqlHQxaIw5baO7VkCdsAkUs2nhhAqmbnVpiMiCdUmp4oJwV1+eZW0 L+quU3fvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDC1fQgDtoQgsoPMIzvMKbNbFerHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHkzOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="czCK/FMeCkn7dHgo0oOaXHxnh7w=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQ i6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpF262cTdTbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTzhT2nG+rdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqqziVFFs05rHs+kQhZwJbmmmO3UQiiXyOHX98O/M7E5SKxeJBTxP0IjIULGSUaCN540HW14wHmD3l+aBa c+rOHPYqcQtSgwLNQfWrH8Q0jVBoyolSPddJtJcRqRnlmFf6qcKE0DEZYs9QQSJUXjY/OrfPjBLYYSxNCW3P1d8TGYmUmka+6YyIHqllbyb+5/VSHV57GRNJqlHQxaIw5baO7VkCdsAkUs2nhhAqmbnVpiMiCdUmp4oJwV1+eZW0 L+quU3fvL2uNmyKOMpzAKZyDC1fQgDtoQgsoPMIzvMKbNbFerHfrY9FasoqZY/gD6/MHkzOSnA==</latexit>
ky˜
<latexit sha1_base64="DwI+HAB49tpZExVpWHdPhm1GkLU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lU QEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtEs3m7g7KYSQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZub5ieAaHefbWlvf2NzaruxUd/f2Dw5rR8cdHaeKsjaNRax6PtFMcMnayFGwXqIYiXzBuv7kbuZ3p0xpHstHzBLmRWQkecgpQSN5k2E+QC4ClmdFMa zVnYYzh71K3JLUoURrWPsaBDFNIyaRCqJ133US9HKikFPBiuog1SwhdEJGrG+oJBHTXj4/urDPjRLYYaxMSbTn6u+JnERaZ5FvOiOCY73szcT/vH6K4Y2Xc5mkyCRdLApTYWNszxKwA64YRZEZQqji5labjokiFE1OVROCu/zyKu lcNlyn4T5c1Zu3ZRwVOIUzuAAXrqEJ99CCNlB4gmd4hTdrar1Y79bHonXNKmdO4A+szx+UuZKd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwI+HAB49tpZExVpWHdPhm1GkLU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lU QEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtEs3m7g7KYSQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZub5ieAaHefbWlvf2NzaruxUd/f2Dw5rR8cdHaeKsjaNRax6PtFMcMnayFGwXqIYiXzBuv7kbuZ3p0xpHstHzBLmRWQkecgpQSN5k2E+QC4ClmdFMa zVnYYzh71K3JLUoURrWPsaBDFNIyaRCqJ133US9HKikFPBiuog1SwhdEJGrG+oJBHTXj4/urDPjRLYYaxMSbTn6u+JnERaZ5FvOiOCY73szcT/vH6K4Y2Xc5mkyCRdLApTYWNszxKwA64YRZEZQqji5labjokiFE1OVROCu/zyKu lcNlyn4T5c1Zu3ZRwVOIUzuAAXrqEJ99CCNlB4gmd4hTdrar1Y79bHonXNKmdO4A+szx+UuZKd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwI+HAB49tpZExVpWHdPhm1GkLU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lU QEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtEs3m7g7KYSQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZub5ieAaHefbWlvf2NzaruxUd/f2Dw5rR8cdHaeKsjaNRax6PtFMcMnayFGwXqIYiXzBuv7kbuZ3p0xpHstHzBLmRWQkecgpQSN5k2E+QC4ClmdFMa zVnYYzh71K3JLUoURrWPsaBDFNIyaRCqJ133US9HKikFPBiuog1SwhdEJGrG+oJBHTXj4/urDPjRLYYaxMSbTn6u+JnERaZ5FvOiOCY73szcT/vH6K4Y2Xc5mkyCRdLApTYWNszxKwA64YRZEZQqji5labjokiFE1OVROCu/zyKu lcNlyn4T5c1Zu3ZRwVOIUzuAAXrqEJ99CCNlB4gmd4hTdrar1Y79bHonXNKmdO4A+szx+UuZKd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DwI+HAB49tpZExVpWHdPhm1GkLU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lU QEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbPZtEs3m7g7KYSQ3+HFgyJe/THe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZub5ieAaHefbWlvf2NzaruxUd/f2Dw5rR8cdHaeKsjaNRax6PtFMcMnayFGwXqIYiXzBuv7kbuZ3p0xpHstHzBLmRWQkecgpQSN5k2E+QC4ClmdFMa zVnYYzh71K3JLUoURrWPsaBDFNIyaRCqJ133US9HKikFPBiuog1SwhdEJGrG+oJBHTXj4/urDPjRLYYaxMSbTn6u+JnERaZ5FvOiOCY73szcT/vH6K4Y2Xc5mkyCRdLApTYWNszxKwA64YRZEZQqji5labjokiFE1OVROCu/zyKu lcNlyn4T5c1Zu3ZRwVOIUzuAAXrqEJ99CCNlB4gmd4hTdrar1Y79bHonXNKmdO4A+szx+UuZKd</latexit>
Figure 6: Sketch of the channel flow problem for a channel of width w and a hexagonal Fermi
surface. The angle ϕ parameterizes the angular offset of the Fermi surface from the transverse
direction of the channel. The spatial coordinates x, y and x˜, y˜ refer to those of the channel and
the crystal, respectively.
where the current vector
|Ji(x)〉 = −e
∫
ddp vi(p)|xp〉. (68)
Note that |Ji〉 is proportional to |P 0i 〉. It will be convenient below to also define the matrices Vi such that
Vi|xp〉 = vi(p)|xp〉, since
L = Vi∂xi . (69)
As our setup assumes that the electric field does not vary with time and that the electronic system has
reached a steady state t-independent solution, we will set ∂t = 0 henceforth.
We will solve (67) in the channel geometry given in Figure 6. Note that there are two natural choices
of coordinate system to use: one aligned with the Fermi surface (as in the previous section), and one
aligned with the channel. It is more useful for us to orient our coordinate system with the channel, which
is rotated by an angle ϕ from the Fermi surface coordinates. The fact that this relative orientation of
the Fermi surface and the channel is allowed is a key difference between the circular Fermi surface and
the polygonal Fermi surface, and we will discuss its consequences below. For the purposes of solving the
Boltzmann equation, we will assume that the channel is homogeneous in the y direction. Looking for
time independent solutions sourced by a constant electric field in the y direction, (67) reduces to
Vx∂x|Φ(x)〉+ W|Φ(x)〉 = Ey|Jy〉. (70)
The conductance of the infinite channel is then defined as follows:
GL =
1
Ey
w∫
0
dx 〈Jy|Φ(x)〉. (71)
This is simply Ohm’s Law: GV = I (G = 1/R).
5.2 Boundary Conditions
To solve these equations, we must employ suitable boundary conditions. The boundary conditions that
we discuss in this paper take the following form. Let |Φ>〉 denote the right-moving modes (eigenvectors
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of Vx with positive eigenvalues) and |Φ<〉 denote the left-moving modes (eigenvectors of Vx with negative
eigenvalues). We denote with Vx> the block submatrix of Vx which acts on positive eigenvectors, and
Vx< the submatrix which acts on negative eigenvectors. The boundary conditions will take the form
|Φ>(0)〉 = Mleft|Φ<(0)〉, (72a)
|Φ<(w)〉 = Mright|Φ>(w)〉. (72b)
The matrices Mleft and Mright are independent of w. These boundary conditions are easy to understand on
physical grounds: at x = 0, the left-moving modes scatter off of the boundary and become right-moving
modes, while at x = w the right-moving modes scatter into left-moving modes . We will neglect boundary
conditions for null vectors of Vx in this paper: for almost all ϕ, V
−1
x is invertible, and we will not present
results directly at ϕ = 0 where the physics becomes singular.
Not all Mleft and Mright are acceptable. One constraint on these boundary conditions arises from the
demand that the normalized conductance G ≥ 0:
0 ≤ G =
w∫
0
dx 〈Φ|Jy〉 =
w∫
0
dx〈Φ| (Vx∂x + W) |Φ〉
= 〈Φ(w)|Vx|Φ(w)〉 − 〈Φ(0)|Vx|Φ(0)〉+
w∫
0
dx 〈Φ|W|Φ〉
=
〈Φ>(w)|Vx|Φ>(w)〉 − 〈Φ<(0)|Vx|Φ<(0)〉+ w∫
0
dx 〈Φ|W|Φ〉

−
[
〈Φ<(0)|MTleftVx>Mleft|Φ<(0)〉 − 〈Φ>(w)|MTrightVx<Mright|Φ>(w)〉
]
. (73)
In this equation, |Φ〉 is to be understood as the solution to (70), obeying boundary conditions (72). In
the last line above, the terms inside the square brackets are positive semidefinite. Unfortunately, we
observe that the second brackets comes with an overall minus sign. One way to ensure that the boundary
conditions are consistent is thus to demand10
Vx> ≥ −MTrightVx<Mright, (74a)
−Vx< ≥ MTleftVx>Mright. (74b)
In what follows, we will employ the boundary conditions
Mleft = Mright = 0, (75)
which are manifestly compatible with (74).
5.3 Conductance Across the Ballistic-to-Hydrodynamic Crossover
5.3.1. Ballistic Limit
We first show that for any Fermi surface, G/w2 must be a constant within the Boltzmann framework
when the collision integral vanishes and when we employ the generic boundary conditions (72). If the
collision integral vanishes, then (70) is solved by
|Φ>(x)〉 = Mleft|Φ<(0)〉+ EyxV−1x>|Jy〉, (76a)
10For matrices, A ≥ B if and only if 〈Φ|(A− B)|Φ〉 ≥ 0 for any |Φ〉.
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|Φ<(x)〉 = Mright|Φ>(w)〉 − Ey(w − x)V−1x<|Jy〉. (76b)
We now analyze
E2yG = 〈Φ>(w)|Vx|Φ>(w)〉+ 〈Φ>(w)|MTrightVx<Mright|Φ>(w)〉
− 〈Φ<(0)|Vx|Φ<(0)〉 − 〈Φ<(0)|MTleftVx>Mleft|Φ<(0)〉. (77)
Our claim is that |Φ>(0)〉, |Φ>(w)〉, |Φ<(0)〉 and |Φ<(w)〉 all scale proportionally with w. Suppose that
|Φ<(0)〉 ∝ w. Then from (76), we immediately obtain that the other three all scale with w. Manipulating
(76), we obtain
(1−MrightMleft) |Φ<(0)〉 = Eyw
(
MrightV
−1
x> − V−1x<
) |Jy〉. (78)
Since |Φ(0)〉 and |Φ(w)〉 both scale linearly with w, we conclude from (77) that G ∝ w2.
With boundary conditions (75), the ballistic wγf/vF  (ϕ mod θ) conductance for the even-sided
M -gon is given by
Gballistic(w,ϕ) =
G(w)
M
M/2−1∑
m=0
cos2 [mθ + (ϕ mod θ)]
sin [mθ + (ϕ mod θ)]
(79)
where θ = 2pi/M is the symmetry angle of the M -gon. In the above we have also introduced the
conductance
G(w) ≡
(
νe2vF
L
)
w2, (80)
where L is the channel length (assumed to be larger than any other length scale in the problem) and ν
the electronic density of states.
Note that the ballistic conductance (79) diverges to infinity whenever (ϕ mod θ) = 0, since in that
case two of the Fermi surface edges are exactly transverse to the channel direction, allowing the applied
electric field to excite non-decaying electrons that never strike either channel wall.
5.3.2. Hydrodynamic Limit
In the hydrodynamic limit 1 w/`s = wγs/vF, we may approximate G(w) by solving the hydrodynamic
equations, rather than the full Boltzmann equation. Because the channel is translation invariant in the
y-direction, and in the x-direction up to boundaries, the only hydrodynamic equation of relevance becomes
enEy = −ηˆ(ϕ)∂2xvy (81)
where ηˆ(ϕ) = ηxyxy(ϕ) is the relevant component of the viscosity tensor in the channel coordinates x, y.
The solution to this hydrodynamic equation is the classic Poiseuille flow [10]
vy(x) =
nEy
2ηˆ(ϕ)
x(w − x), (82)
from which the total current can be found for a given electric field, leading to our final result for the
conductance:
G =
n2e2w3
12ηˆ(ϕ)
. (83)
With a polygonal Fermi surface, it is possible for ηˆ(ϕ) to have angular dependence due to the more
complicated tensor structures in ηijkl. Letting x˜, y˜ denote the crystal coordinates, we calculate the
channel coordinate viscosity ηˆ(ϕ) by rotating through the angle ϕ from the crystal coordinates to the
channel coordinates:
ηijkl = R (ϕ)i˜iR (ϕ)jj˜ R (ϕ)kk˜ R (ϕ)ll˜ ηi˜j˜k˜l˜. (84)
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For a square Fermi surface, we find that
ηˆ(ϕ) = η˜ + η⊥ cos2(2ϕ) + η‖ sin2(2ϕ), (85)
while for a hexagonal Fermi surface we obtain
ηˆ(ϕ) = η˜ + η. (86)
Note that the hexagonal channel viscosity is independent of the offset angle ϕ due to the enhanced D12
symmetry, as noted before.
5.3.3. Numerical Results
In addition to solving the equations in these two extreme limits, we may also numerically solve the
Boltzmann equation for arbitrary values of w/`s.
Our results for a hexagonal Fermi surface (M = 6) are presented in Figure 7. In the hydrodynamic
limit of large w, we see that all curves are of the form
G ≈ A(ϕ)w2 + n
2e2w3
12ηˆ(ϕ)
. (87)
As w → ∞, this precisely matches the predictions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The coefficient A(ϕ)
appears to weakly depend on angle ϕ. Since for the hexagon ηˆ(ϕ) is angle independent, in the hydrody-
namic limit the conductance becomes insensitive to the orientation of the hexagon to leading order in w.
Interestingly, the coefficient A(ϕ) is not the same as the ballistic conductance (79): as a consequence, we
observe a strong non-monotonicity in the w dependence of G/w2 for shallow angles ϕ where the ballistic
conductance is large. In fact, we can understand all of the qualitative features in G/w2. In our toy model,
the current is entirely a quasihydrodynamic mode and only couples at all to n = 1 modes through quasi-
hydrodynamic decay. Therefore, we expect G/w2 to depend very weakly on γf . Indeed, G/w
2 essentially
only depends on the ratio w/`s – the length scale over which quasihydrodynamic modes decay determines
the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover. Next, since the lifetime (and therefore the correlation length) of
the quasihydrodynamic modes does not depend on ϕ, we conclude that the hydrodynamic prediction for
G(w) must be quantitatively accurate once w  `s, independently of whether G(0) is larger or smaller
than the hydrodynamic result. Drawing a curve which smoothly interpolates between (79) for w  `s
and (83) for w  `s, we recover all qualitative features observed in Figure 7.
A similar result holds for the channel conductance of a square Fermi surface (M = 4), shown in Figure
8. The only important difference here is the angular dependence that arises in ηˆ(ϕ), as given in (85).
Using the scalings η⊥ ∼ 1/γf and η‖ ∼ 1/γs, along with the result γs  γf , we conclude that as ϕ → 0
there will be a dramatic reduction in ηˆ(ϕ), and a correspondingly large enhancement in G(w). The effect
is so strong that it nearly destroys the non-monotonic w-dependence in the channel conductance G(w) for
small angles ϕ. On the other hand, the angular dependence persists into the hydrodynamic limit. This
strong angular dependence is a clear prediction for experimental studies of viscous flows in materials with
square-like Fermi surfaces.
We also emphasize that in the hydrodynamic limits discussed above, the temperature dependence of
the conductance is G ∼ T 2, since γs,f ∼ T 2 (See Appendix A). This persists so long as the dominant source
of scattering is two-body electronic collisions. The temperature dependence (and angular dependence of
viscosity) may change if electron-phonon scattering is taken into account: see e.g. [56].
Conclusion6
We have developed a simple model of the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover in a Fermi liquid with a
nearly perfect polygonal Fermi surface. Qualitative features of the crossover to viscous flow are sensitive
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Figure 7: Numerically computed channel conductance for a hexagonal Fermi surface at different
values of ϕ and γf/γs. The slope of viscous hydrodynamic result is shown as a dashed line
(ϕ-independent in the hexagonal case), and the ballistic result (79) is plotted as a dot for each
channel-offset angle ϕ.
to the shape of the Fermi surface. A particularly simple example of the discrepancy between polygon
and circular Fermi surface is found in the crossover between Knudsen and Poiseuille (or Gurzhi) flow in
narrow channels. In a Fermi liquid with a circular Fermi surface, the conductance is a monotonically
increasing function of both channel width and temperature. In contrast, strong non-monotonic width
and temperature dependence are possible with the polygon Fermi surface, depending on the relative
orientation of the Fermi surface and the channel boundaries. A common feature of the circular and
polygon Fermi surface models is that the width and temperature dependence of conductance are (in the
absence of momentum relaxing scattering away from the boundaries) not independent of each other. This
feature of our model casts additional doubt on the proposed hydrodynamic interpretation of the unusual
transport data in PdCoO2, presented in [4].
Even deep in the hydrodynamic limit, the hydrodynamic behavior of the electron fluid changes when
the Fermi surface is anisotropic. The most interesting new phenomenon is the emergence of a new
dissipative viscosity, η˜, which arises from the explicit breaking of rotational invariance by the crystal
lattice. It would be interesting if either nonlinear optical response [57] or the vicinity geometry [18–21]
used to probe viscous electron flows can also be used to detect a non-vanishing η˜. As η˜ > 0 is expected
whenever the Fermi surface is anisotropic, this is a generic new phenomenon in electron fluids in solids.
We hope it can be observed experimentally in the near future.
Looking forward, we encourage looking for conductors with a single, approximately polygonal, small
Fermi surface. One possible candidate is (relatively) low density SrTiO3 [25, 26], with carrier density
n ≈ 5× 1017 cm−3. Such materials could be natural candidates for hydrodynamic electron flow, and for
observing non-universal aspects of the ballistic-to-hydrodynamic crossover, as we have predicted.
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Timescale Separation from Collision IntegralA
In this section we schematically evaluate the collision integral for a polygonal Fermi surface. Plugging
the distribution function expansion (11) into the two-body collision integral (3) gives
W|Φ〉 ∝ 1
T
∫
d2qd2p′ d2q′ |Mδp|2 f0p′f0q′
(
1− f0p
) (
1− f0q
) [|Φp〉+ |Φq〉 − |Φp′〉 − |Φq′〉]×
δ
(
p′ + q′ − p − q
)
δ
(
p′ + q′ − p− q) (88)
to leading order in Φ, where we have suppressed spatial indices and used ∂f0/∂ = −f0 (1− f0) /T . We
have set kB = 1 in this appendix. Our goal in this section is to calculate 〈Φ|W|Φ〉, which represents the
rate at which an electronic excitation Φ relaxes to zero.
In the following, we will consider excitations Φ with support on a single edge of the polygonal Fermi
surface. If the Fermi surface is a perfect polygon with flat edges, then the relaxation rate 〈Φ|W|Φ〉
associated with Φ will in fact contain singularities in the momentum-conserving δ function due to the
“sliding” effect discussed in Section 3.2. In order to avoid such singularities, we regularize the calculation
of 〈Φ|W|Φ〉 by “rounding out” the Fermi surface edges and replacing them with arcs of large circles; the
regularization is then controlled by the radius of curvature R ∝ 1/α, where the perfect polygonal Fermi
surface is recovered in the limit R → ∞ (or equivalently, the limit in which the arc-subtending angle
α→ 0). Additionally, any function on a circle may be represented as a sum of complex exponentials, and
so for our purposes it suffices to consider single-edge excitations of the form Φj ∝ exp [ijθp], where j ∈ Z
and θp ∈ [−α/2, α/2] parameterizes momentum along the rounded Fermi surface edge. A sketch of such
electronic excitations on a hexagonal Fermi surface regularized in this way is given in Figure 9.
Following [38,39], we proceed in the calculation of 〈Φj |W|Φj〉 by splitting the energy- and momentum-
conserving delta functions via an additional integration over energy and momentum transfer:
δ
(
p′ + q′ − p − q
)
=
∫
dω δ
(
p − p′ − ω
)
δ
(
q − q′ + ω
)
, (89a)
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Figure 9: A hexagonal Fermi surface with edges rounded to a radius of curvature R and corre-
sponding degree of curvature α ∼ R−1. Electronic excitations Φjp ∝ exp [ijθp] on rounded edges
are shown for j ∼ R0 and j ∼ R in the limit R→∞. The j ∼ R excitations relax parametrically
faster than the j ∼ R0 excitations, which contain nonzero particle density on a Fermi surface
edge.
δ
(
p′ + q′ − p− q) = ∫ d2k δ (p− p′ − k) δ (q− q′ + k) . (89b)
Momentum integrations
∫
d2p = (ν/α)
∫
dp
∫
dθp are then computed by parameterizing momentum-
space in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the Fermi surface edge, where ν is the electronic
density of states. Since in our distribution function expansion (11) we assume that relevant particle
energies are very close to the Fermi surface, the integrand in 〈Φ|W|Φ〉 only has energy-dependence coming
from the f0 and δ∑ . With this assumption, one can then perform the four energy integrals ∫ d and the
integral over energy transfer
∫
dω, which gives the scaling ∼ T 2 with O(1) constants [38, 39]. This is the
familiar T 2-scaling for quasiparticle scattering rates in Fermi liquids.
It remains then to compute the momenta integrals. In [38, 39], the authors calculate these momenta
integrals in the case of a circular Fermi surface. Scattering on a single edge of our regularized polygonal
Fermi surface differs from the circular case in two important ways: (i) our angular integrations are
normalized by a factor of α instead of 2pi, and (ii) the momentum transfer |k| for us is bounded above
by the chord length 2R sin(α/2) ≈ Rα instead of the full Fermi surface diameter 2R. After taking into
account these differences in the result of [38,39], we find in the limit R→∞ that
γ
[
Φj
] ∝ T 2
α3
∫
|k|.Rα
d2k |Mk|2
1− cos [2j cos−1 (k/2R)]
k2 (4R2 − k2) (90)
∼ T 2R
∫
|k|.Rα
d2k |Mk|2 1− cos (jk/R)
k2
(91)
∼ T 2R×
{
(j/R)2 α|j|  1
log |j| α|j|  1 , (92)
where we have used the fact that α ∼ R−1 and taken j even for simplicity [38].
Modes that do not vary appreciably on a flat Fermi surface edge, and thus possess a nonzero net edge
particle number, correspond to the limit j ∼ R0 as R → ∞. In this limit, 〈Φj |W|Φj〉 → 0. Conversely,
modes that vary appreciably on a flat Fermi surface edge, and thus possess roughly zero particles on
the Fermi surface edge, correspond to the limit j ∼ R, R → ∞. In this limit, we see that the decay
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rate instead diverges 〈Φj |W|Φj〉 → ∞. Therefore, in the limit of nearly flat edges, we see a hierachy of
timescales emerge: namely, that two-body scattering causes modes that possess roughly zero edge particle
number decay at a rate γf that is parametrically larger than the decay rate γs  γf of those modes that
possess a nonzero edge particle number, with the decay rates satisfying the scaling relation
γf
γs
∼ R ∼ α−1, (93)
as claimed in Section 3.2.
We note that in the above analysis, “constant” j ∼ R0 modes do not decay on a perfectly flat edge,
with γs → 0 as R → ∞. This is due to the fact that we have only considered scattering within a given
Fermi surface edge; once scattering between different edges (i.e. pink scattering pathways in Figure 2) is
accounted for, such modes are short-circuited by and therefore decay according to the standard γs ∼ T 2R0
scaling, which is nonzero and finite even in the limit of perfectly flat edges.
Explicit Presentation of Two-Time Collision Matrix WB
For an M -gon Fermi surface, the linearized collision operator W (32) is a 2M × 2M symmetric matrix.
Given the timescale separation property (27) of W, we see that if we order our Legendre basis {|n,m〉} as
βL =
{
|0, 0〉 , |0, 1〉 , . . . |0,M − 1〉 , |1, 0〉 , |1, 1〉 , . . . , |1,M − 1〉
}
, (94)
then W will decompose into slow (n = 0) and fast (n = 1) sectors as
W =
[
Ws Wsf
WTsf Wf.
]
(95)
Thus, to specify W explicitly, it suffices to give the three M ×M matrices Ws, Wsf, and Wf. Note that
W is a banded and symmetric matrix, which is the (only) constraint arising from dihedral symmetry.
B.1 Square Fermi Surface
Ws = γs · 1
8

3 −2 1 −2
−2 3 −2 1
1 −2 3 −2
−2 8 −2 3
 , (96a)
Wsf = γs ·
√
3
8

0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1
1 0 −1 0
 , (96b)
Wf =
1
8

4γf + 3γs 0 4γf − 3γs 0
0 4γf + 3γs 0 4γf − 3γs
4γf − 3γs 0 4γf + 3γs 0
0 4γf − 3γs 0 4γf + 3γs
 . (96c)
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B.2 Hexagon Fermi Surface
Ws = γs · 1
60

32 −19 −1 8 −1 −19
−19 32 −19 −1 8 −1
−1 −19 32 −19 −1 8
8 −1 −19 32 −19 −1
−1 8 −1 −19 32 −19
−19 −1 8 −1 −19 32
 , (97a)
Wsf = γs ·
√
3
20

0 1 1 0 −1 −1
−1 0 1 1 0 −1
−1 −1 0 1 1 0
0 −1 −1 0 1 1
1 0 −1 −1 0 1
1 1 0 −1 −1 0
 , (97b)
Wf =
1
60

40γf + 18γs −10γf + 9γs 10γf − 9γs 20γf + 18γs 10γf − 9γs −10γf + 9γs
−10γf + 9γs 40γf + 18γs −10γf + 9γs 10γf − 9γs 20γf + 18γs 10γf − 9γs
10γf − 9γs −10γf + 9γs 40γf + 18γs −10γf + 9γs 10γf − 9γs 20γf + 18γs
20γf + 18γs 10γf − 9γs −10γf + 9γs 40γf + 18γs −10γf + 9γs 10γf − 9γs
10γf − 9γs 20γf + 18γs 10γf − 9γs −10γf + 9γs 40γf + 18γs −10γf + 9γs
−10γf + 9γs 10γf − 9γs 20γf + 18γs 10γf − 9γs −10γf + 9γs 40γf + 18γs
 .
(97c)
Group TheoryC
Here we outline the group theory of discrete and continuous rotation groups, and in doing so give a group
theoretic explanation for the structure of the quasihydrodynamic equations. A useful reference for the
mathematics below is [58].
C.1 Irreducible Representations of D2M (M even)
The dihedral group D2M of order 2M is the group of planar symmetries of the regular M -gon. If we let ρ
represent a rotation of the M -gon about its center by the symmetry angle θM ≡ 2pi/M and let r represent
a reflection about a fixed symmetry axis, then we may present the group as
D2M =
〈
r, ρ | r2 = ρM = 1, rρr = ρ−1〉 . (98)
For even M , the irreducible representations of the dihedral group D2M are precisely 4 one-dimensional
representations U±0 , U
±
M/2 and (M/2− 1) two-dimensional representations Rk with k = 1, . . . , (M/2− 1).
They are given explicitly by specifying their action on the generators ρ, r of D2M as follows:
U±M/2(r) = U
±
0 (r) = ±1, (99a)
U±0 (ρ) = 1, (99b)
U±M/2(ρ) = −1, (99c)
Rk(ρ) =
[
cos (kθM ) − sin (kθM )
sin (kθM ) cos (kθM )
]
, (99d)
Rk(r) =
[ −1 0
0 1
]
(99e)
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O(2) {1} {ρθ, ρ−θ} {r, rρθ}
χU+0 1 1 1
χU−0 1 1 −1
χRk 2 2 cos (kθ) 0
Table 2: Character table of O(2).
C.2 Irreducible Representations of O(2)
The orthogonal group O(2) is the group of distance-preserving transformations of the Euclidean plane
that fix the origin. If we let ρθ represent a rotation by angle θ ∈ [0, 2pi) about the origin and let r represent
a reflection about some fixed axis through the origin, then we may present the group as
O(2) =
〈
r, {ρθ}θ∈[0,2pi) | r2 = ρ0 = 1, ρθρφ = ρθ+φ, rρθr = ρ−θ
〉
. (100)
We note that D2M is a subgroup of O(2) for all M .
The irreducible representations of the orthogonal group O(2) are precisely 2 one-dimensional repre-
sentations U±0 and infinitely many two-dimensional representations Rk labeled by positive integers k ∈ N.
They are given explicitly by specifying their action on the generators ρθ, r of O(2) as follows:
U±0 (ρθ) = 1, (101a)
U±0 (r) = ±1, (101b)
Rk(ρθ) =
[
cos (kθ) − sin (kθ)
sin (kθ) cos (kθ)
]
, (101c)
Rk(r) =
[ −1 0
0 1
]
. (101d)
The character table for these irreducible representations is given in Table 2.
It is instructive to consider the following question: how do tensor products of irreducible representa-
tions of O(2) decompose as a direct sum of said irreducible representations? This question can be answered
by using the orthogonality of irreducible characters and the fact that, for any group representations A
and B, we have that χA⊗B = χA · χB. Thus it is easy to see that
Uη0 ⊗ Uζ0 = Uηζ0 , (102a)
U±0 ⊗Rk = Rk, (102b)
Rk ⊗Rl = R|k−l| ⊕Rk+l, (102c)
where in the last decomposition we have used the trigonometric identity
(2 cos kθ) · (2 cos lθ) = 2 cos [(k − l) θ] + 2 cos [(k + l) θ] (103)
and defined the (reducible) representation
R0 ≡ U+0 ⊕ U−0 . (104)
Note that (102) give the decomposition rules for tensor products of irreducible representations of O(2)
and thereby determine the so-called Littlewood-Richardson coefficients for O(2).
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C.3 Branching Rules for D2M ≤ O(2)
We note that any representationA of O(2) automatically furnishes a representation A|D2M of the subgroup
D2M ≤ O(2) by simply restricting the action of A to the subgroup elements. However, it will sometimes
occur that the representation A|D2M of D2M generated in this way is reducible, even if A is an irreducible
representation of the larger group O(2): after all, D2M has only (M/2 + 3) irreducible representations,
whereas O(2) has infinitely many. More directly, we see that the restricted representation A|D2M can fail
to be irreducible because the subset of matrices {A (g)}g∈D2M may be simultaneously block-diagonalizable,
even if the larger set of matrices {A (g)}g∈O(2) is not.
One-dimensional representations are always irreducible, and so we note that
U±0
∣∣
D2M
= U±0 . (105)
What about the two-dimensional irreducible representations Rk of O(2)? They become reducible when
restricted to D2M precisely when the matrices Rk(r) and Rk(ρ) as given in (101) are simultaneously
diagonalizable. Clearly this is the case if and only if Rk|D2M (ρ) is diagonal, i.e. sin (kθM ) = 0, which
occurs when 2k/M ∈ Z. Defining the reducible representations
R0 ≡ U+0 ⊕ U−0 (106a)
RM/2 ≡ U+M/2 ⊕ U−M/2, (106b)
we find that
U±0
∣∣
D2M
∼= U±0 , (107a)
Rk|D2M ∼= RfM (k). (107b)
where we have introduced the function
fM (k) ≡ arccos [cos (2kpi/M)]
2pi/M
= M
∣∣∣∣ kM −
⌊
k
M
+
1
2
⌋∣∣∣∣ . (108)
(107) gives the rules for decomposing the restriction of the irreducible representations of O(2) into direct
sums of irreducible representations of the subgroup D2M ≤ O(2). In the literature of representation
theory, such rules are referred to as branching rules.
C.4 Tensor Representations of O(2)
The orthogonal group O(d) has a natural action on real d-dimensional, rank-n tensors of the form Ti1···in
given by
Ti1···in
g∈O(2)−−−−→ (g · T )i1···in = Tj1···jn
n∏
k=1
R1(g)ikjk . (109)
In this paper we are interested in dimensionality d = 2, and so for convenience we define Tn = (R2)⊗n
as the vector space of real two-dimensional, rank-n tensors. It is clear then that O(2) acts on Tn via the
representation
n⊗
k=1
R1, (110)
which will reduce into a direct sum of irreducible O(2)-representations via the decomposition rules given
in (102).
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Consider first the vector space of rank-2 tensors T2. Tensors of this type will be especially relevant in
our quasihydrodynamic equations, which for example take into account the flux of the momentum density
piij = ∂iVj . Now, from (102) the action of O(2) on T2 is reducible:
R1 ⊗R1 = U+0 ⊕ U−0 ⊗R2. (111)
In considering this irreducible decomposition, it will prove useful to explicitly write down a basis of T2
that block diagonalizes the action of O(2). Such a basis of T2 is given by{
δij , ij , µ
−
ij , µ
+
ij
}
≡
{[
1 0
0 1
]
ij
,
[
0 1
−1 0
]
ij
,
[
0 1
1 0
]
ij
,
[ −1 0
0 1
]
ij
}
(112)
which behaves in the following way under the tensor representation R1 ⊗R1 of O(2):
(R1 ⊗R1) (ρθ)

δij
ij
µ−ij
µ+ij
 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos 2θ − sin 2θ
0 0 sin 2θ cos 2θ


δij
ij
µ−ij
µ+ij
 (113a)
(R1 ⊗R1) (r)

δij
ij
µ−ij
µ+ij
 =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


δij
ij
µ−ij
µ+ij
 (113b)
These equations demonstrate by comparison with (101) that, within the representation R1 ⊗ R1 acting
on T2, we have that
δij ∈ U+0 , (114)
ij ∈ U−0 , (115){
µ−ij , µ
+
ij
}
∈ R2, (116)
where v ∈ A is understood to mean that the vector v lies in the subspace transforming exclusively under
the representation A.
Similar block diagonalizations will occur for the action of O(2) on tensor spaces Tn of higher rank.
For the quasihydrodynamical equations corresponding to the hexagonal Fermi surface, we will need to
consider rank-3 tensors belonging to the vector space T3, on which the planar orthogonal group O(2) acts
via the representation
R1 ⊗R1 ⊗R1 = R1 ⊕R1 ⊕R1 ⊕R3. (117)
A straightforward calculation shows that the two-dimensional T3-subspace{
λ−ijk, λ
+
ijk
}
∈ R3 (118)
transforming exclusively under R3 is spanned by the rank-3 tensors
λ±ijk = µ
±
ijδkx ∓ µ∓ijδky, (119)
analogous to (116) in the rank-2 case.
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C.5 Representation Theory and the Quasihydrodynamic Equations
Let |n〉m denote the electronic distribution excitations on the M -gon Fermi surface, with n ∈ {0, 1}
denoting the first two Legendre polynomial modes, and m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} labeling the edges of the
polygonal Fermi surface, with m = 0 denoting the top edge and m increasing as we move counter-clockwise
around the polygon (see Figure 3). We may consider the dihedral group D2M as acting on the vector
space spanned by the |n〉m in a natural way; namely, as a group element g ∈ D2M permutes the edges m
of the polygon, it shuffles the the electronic excitation vectors |n〉m correspondingly.
Let A denote the representation of D2M generated in this way, and in defining this representation
let us choose the reflection axis to be the ky-axis. It is clear then that A is in fact the so-called regular
representation of D2M . The regular representation of any group decomposes as a direct sum of that
group’s irreducible representations, with each irreducible representation occurring with multiplicity equal
to its dimension. Thus, we have that
A =
[
U+0 ⊕R1
]
⊕
[
U+M/2 ⊕R1 ⊕
(
⊕M/2−1k=2 Rk
)]
⊕
[
U−0 ⊕ U−M/2 ⊕
(
⊕M/2−1k=2 Rk
)]
. (120)
Each bracketed term in Eq. (120) contains the irreducible subspaces of D2M whose excitation modes share
the same decay rate, with the bracketed terms ordered in increasing decay rate. An explicit construction
for the basis β that simultaneously block diagonalizes the action of A and diagonalizes the collision integral
W is given in Table 3. We will henceforth refer to β as the dihedral basis.
The (quasi)hydrodynamic equations we derive will respect the dihedral symmetry of the Fermi surface.
When integrating out modes as described in Section 4.1, the symmetry of the resulting equations will
therefore be most apparent if this computation is carried out in the dihedral basis by writing
|Φ〉 =
∑
v∈β
v(x, y, t)|v〉. (121)
Integrating out modes in the dihedral basis β is in fact quite straightforward due to the fact that β
diagonalizes the collision integral W.
We emphasize that, although R2|D2M is a two-dimensional representation of D2M acting on a vector
space of electronic excitation modes of the form {v−, v+}, when considering the action of O(2) on tensors
it is not natural to write these modes as a rank-1 tensor vi. From Eqs. (113, 116), we see that they
instead transform naturally under the tensor action of O(2) when viewed as a traceless symmetric rank-2
tensor
vij =
v−µ−ij + v+µ
+
ij√
2
=
1√
2
[ −v+ v−
v− v+
]
ij
. (122)
If M ≥ 6, the D2M -representation R2|D2M = R2 is irreducible, and the rank-2 tensor (122) represents
a single “spin-2” hydrodynamic mode in our equations of motion. Conversely, for the square Fermi
surface M = 4 we see from Eqs. (107, 113) that R2|D8 = U+2 ⊕ U−2 , with the tensor (122) splitting into
one-dimensional irreducible subspaces
N˜ij = µ
+
ijN˜ , (123a)
F˜ij = µ
−
ijF˜ , (123b)
that correspond to two distinct spin-2 modes that are even and odd under reflections, respectively.
Similar considerations come into play when studying electronic excitation modes {v−, v+} that trans-
form under higher spin-k representations Rk|D2M . In particular, the rank-3 tensors that transform exclu-
sively under the representation R3|D2M are of the form
vijk ≡
v−λ−ijk + v+λ
+
ijk√
2
, (124)
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dihedral vector modes |n〉m on edge m D2M irrep. interpretation decay rate
|N〉 |0〉m U+0 charge
0
{|Px〉
|Py〉
} {−smθ|0〉m − gMcmθ|1〉m
cmθ|0〉m − gMsmθ|1〉m
}
R1 momentum
|N˜〉 (−1)m|0〉m U+M/2 orthogonal charge
γs
{
|P˜x〉
|P˜y〉
} {−gMsmθ|0〉m + cmθ|1〉m
gMcmθ|0〉m + smθ|1〉m
}
R1 orthogonal momentum{|Qk−〉
|Qk+〉
} {−skmθ|0〉m
ckmθ|0〉m
}
Rk n = 0 spin-k
|F 〉 |1〉m U−0 rotation
γf
|F˜ 〉 (−1)m |1〉m U−M/2 orthogonal rotation{|Sk−〉
|Sk+〉
} {−ckmθ|1〉m
−skmθ|1〉m
}
Rk n = 1 spin-k
Table 3: Dihedral basis β of the 2M -dimensional vector space of electronic excitations that block
diagonalizes the action A of the dihedral group D2M and diagonalizes the collision integral W.
The two-dimensional spin-k subspaces should be understood understood to run between k = 2
and k = (M/2 − 1). We have also used the short-hands sα ≡ sinα, cα ≡ cosα and introduced
the geometrical factor gM ≡ tan(pi/M)/
√
3 that specifies how differently the n = 0 and n = 1
Legendre excitations contribute to the momenta.
where the spin-3 basis tensors λ±ijk are given by (119). The largest M -gon we explicitly study is the M = 6
hexagon, for which R3|D12 = U+3 ⊕ U−3 is reducible, and the tensor (124) splits into one-dimensional
irreducible subspaces
N˜ijk = λ
+
ijkN˜ , (125a)
F˜ijk = λ
−
ijkF˜ , (125b)
that correspond to two distinct spin-3 modes that are even and odd under reflections, respectively.
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